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SECTION I
IITORODUCTION
(
CHAPTER I
THE IRISH DRAM/lTIC IvDVEIvIENT
Prior to the decade 1385 to 1895, the literature of Ireland had not
yet become national. Theretofore it had been a part of the viriting of
England. During those ten years a group of writers of soiae distinction
realized that Ireland must have her own literature, even though it was writ-
ten in English rather than in Gaelic, the national Irish language, and that
this literature must be entirely apart in content and purpose from that of
England. It must be Irish; it must be founded on Irish legends sind folk
tales; and the English language must be adapted to fit Irish phraseology and
ways of thinking. Lien of high rank in literary circles became interested in
this movement and soon began writing Irisli things for Ireland. In 1892 the
Irish National Literary Society was founded, and a little more than ten years
later, the need of an outlet for dramatic expression was felt which brought
into existence the Irish National Theatre Society.
At this time, many literary associations were springing up in Ireland
There was besides the Irish National Literary Society and the Irish National
Theatre Society a group calling themselves the Irish Literary Theatre. Llr.
Ernest A. Bojd offers the following explanation that,
the main purpose of these societies was to foster the new growth
of Irish literature by means of lectures on Celtic subjects and
by the publication of the works of writers hitherto neglected, as
well as of the younger men who were beginning to make themselves
heard.
"^Ernest A. Boyd, Ireland
*
s Literary Renaissance
,
New York, John Luce
Coiapany, 1910, pp. 87-88.
f
Miss Cohen and Mr. Tlftiitinan state the object of the Celtic revival in the
following terms, "The object of the Celtic Renaissance in 1890 was to lift
into literature the songs, myths, romances, and legends treasured for count-
2
less generations in the hearts of the Irish peasantry." And, ". . .to
develop a distinctive Irish culture, revive the old Irish langugage, to re-
store the ancient legends of the land to their rightful place in the litera-
ture of the day." Movements of this sort were going on all over Europe at
this time. The need for change, especially in the field of drama,was felt
through the influence of Ibsen* s vrork. A few years earlier there had been
a movement in London which vjas knoivn as the Independent Theatre of London.
This theatre was organized as a place where noncommercial and literary drama
could be produced. The Irish National Theatre v/as founded with the same
object in mind, but it was soon discovered that its potentialities were far
I
I
greater than had been those of the Independent Theatre of London. The
productions of this theatre were
I
... the beginning of a movement that not only created a native
i drama in Ireland, but afterwards stimulated both Scotland and
Wales to follow our exai25)le. It gave to the Gael that vjiiich had
never before existed in the history of the race—a means of ex-
^
pressing the national consciousness through the medium of drama.
There is a general belief that the Irish National Theatre was an outgrovrth
of the Irish National Theatre Society, but this is not true, as lir. W. G.
Fay and his brother, ibranic, were almost entirely responsible for the begin-
%Jelen Louise Cohen, One Act Plays By ModBvu Authors , New York,
Harcourt Brace Coii5)any, 1921, p. xxvi.
3
G. H. Vftiitman, Representative Ivlodern Dramas
,
New York, Ivfecmillan
Company, 1936, p. 771.
%. G. Fay and Mrs. C. M. Carrwell, The gays of the Abbey "pieatre
,
London, Richard Cowan, 1935, p. 121.
rI
I
»ning of the Irish Literary Theatre, and they were not connected viith the
other moveiaent at all. The Fay brothers were producers who had become in-
terested in what was going on in the dramatic world and started this theatre
group as a place in which they might cany out and test their ideas. Their
first season, although rather a successful experiment, was nothing in com-
parison to the second, for, by the end of it, the powers of the theatre were
beginning to be felt throughout the country. It was at this time Lady
Gregory, Yeats, and shortly afterxmrds ,John Lillington 3ynge became vitally
interested in Irish drama.
William Butler Yeats, a poet in his own right, felt that the change
5
to the modern way of writing came v/hen Parnell fell from power in 1891. He
thought the establishment of a national theatre to be of the utmost impor-
tance to the future of literature, and he said,
I would not be trying to form an Irish ifetional Theatre if I
did not believe that there existed in Ireland, whether in the
minds of a few people or of a great number I do not know, an
energy of thought about life itself, a vivid sensitiveness as to
the reality of things
,
powerful enough to overcome all those
phantoms of the night
.
Naturally the experiments of this theatre had to be few and not at
all elaborate as there was very little money, and the productions had to be
rehearsed and written at the leisure of both actors and authors. However,
the plays which were put on before audiences proved successful beyond the
wildest hopes of the producers, even though at times things were discourag-
^Villiam Butler Yeats, Dramatis Personae, New York, The Laacmillan
Company, 1936, p. 186.
William Butler Yeats, Plays and Controversies, Nev/ York, The
Kacmillan Company, 1924, p. 95.
Ir
r
1ing when the plays did not quite come up to expectation.
... we have so much to prove and to disprove , we are ready-
to forget that the creation of an emotion of beauty is the
only kind of literatiire that justifies itself. Books of liter-
ary propaganda and literary history are merely preparations for
creation or understanding of such an emotion."
But the theatre flourished nonetheless. Fay commented:
Looking hack at it all, I can hardly believe how quickly
events marched in 190S. . . . We had begun in a dire poverty that
made us the laughing-stocks of Dublin. . . . Yet vd.thin six months
of our beggardly beginnings we had performed in London and had
been acclaimed as masters and pioneers in our art by all the most
eminent critics.^
Yeats was on a constant lookout for new plays or new authors, and
while in Paris on a trip, he was introduced to John Ilillington S^mge, an
unknovm young man, who at this time was working as a musician and literary
critic. This individual, although he seemed to be doing only the most
mediocre vrork, impressed Yeats as a person vdio would be able to bring to the
Irish theatre just what it needed. He advised the young author to go to the
Aran Islands, study the people, and then try to put them into a vitalized
drama. Synge, who was merely drifting at the time and not at all satisfied
with his work, decided to give the idea a try, and left Paris almost im-
mediately. Thus Yeats discovered the outstanding figure of the modern
Irish theatre.
In J. M. Synge the impulse of the revival met with the
response of genius. It did not create him as it has done
others, but it discovered in him that spark of originality
"^Yeats, Plays and Controversies, p. 28.
SjTay and Carrvrell, The Fays of the Abbey Theatre, p. 136.
ri
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wliich eventually burst into the flames of brilliant imagination*
Francis J. Bickley thinks that the developraent of this theatre
. . . may be called, very roughly, the substituion of the spirit
of Synge for the spirit of Ibsen. Very ntiturally the men viho
started the theati*e had him who single-handed had created a
national drama for Norway constantly in their minds. . . .
But Synge considered Ibsen's "joyless and pallid words" "as fashioned
as the pharmacopeia of Galen." That Synge altered the tone of the
theatre it would be hardy to assart; but it must be remembered,
not only that he was the strongest man connected ivith it, but also
that he had a voice in the selection of plays for performance.^^
As was to be expected, there v/as a great deal of criticism about the
may in ^ich Synge presented the people of his own country in his plays,
but, in order to create a living drama which would not become dated, he had
to shov/ these peasants as he saw and stylized them rather than as the Irish
wished to be shovm.
It might be said of him at the very start of the Irish Hieatre
he brought us a my of looking at life that belongs to the Celtic
tradition. His plays were denounced as being alien to Irish life
and the Irish mind. Those who denounced them in these terms were
wrong, and the^"- were wrong because they knev/ nothing about the
Gaelic tradition as it has been expressed in poetry. ^-^
Synge alone has written of the peasant as he is to all ages; of
the folk-imagination as it has been shaped by centuries of life
among fields or on fishing-grounds. His people talk a highly-
coloured musical language, and one never hears from them a thought
that is of to-day and not of yesterday. . . . The people they
(the writers for the Abbey Theatre) write of, too, are not the
true folk. They are the peasant as he is being transformed by
modern life, and for that very reason the man of the tovms may
find it easier to understand. There is less surprise, less wonder
Q
Boyd, Ireland's Literary Renaissance, pp. 334-35.
^^itancis J, Bickley, J. M. Synge and the Irish Dramatic Lfovement,
New York, Hoxighton Mifflin Company, 1912, p. 73-74.
^^Daniel Corkery, Synge and the Anglo-Irish Literature, a Study,
Dublin, Cork University Press, 1931, p. 47.
r
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in vdiat he sees, but there is more of himself there, more of his
vision of the world and of the problems that are troubling hira.^^
The principles for which Lady Gregory, Synge, Yeats, and the Fays had
so fought for, were worthwhile. Their ideals were not mere dreams, and the
goal whichjthey set for themselves was not unobtainable. The National Irish
Theatre and native drama for Ireland became a reality. Yeats expressed this
beautifully when he said,
We have been the first to create a true "People's Theatre",
and we have succeeded becaiise it is not an e2q)loitation of local
colour, or of a limited form of drama possessing a teraporary
novelty, but the first doing of something for which the world is
ripe, something that will be done all over the world and done
more perfectly: the making articulate of all the dumb classes
each with its ovm 3aiov;ledge of the world, its ovm dignity, but
all objective with an objectivity of the office and the workshop,
of the ne\Tspaper and the street, of mechanism and of politics.-'-^
It is a supreme moment in the life of a nation vfeen it is able
to turn now and again from its preoccupations, to delight in the
capricious power of the artist as one delights in the movement of
some wild creature, but nobody can tell with certainty Mien that
moment is at hand.^^
Already the drama of Ireland had gone through two preliminary stages in its
development and the dramatists xvho vjere to play the principal parts in its
further growth had served their apprenticeships, when Yeats' The King's
Threshold was performed one night in Dublin. Mr. Fay makes the fbllowing
comment upon the performance
12
Yeats, Plays and CJontroversias, p. 141.
^^Ibid., p. 206.
l^Ibid., p. 43.

r• • 0 the production of The King's Threshold is chiefly memor-
able as the occasion that brought over to Dublin the lady v;hose
subsequent interest in our little Society made it possible for
an Irish theatre to be established in Dublin on a permanent basis
in a home of its oiivn.-^^
Soon after that, Miss Horniiiian endowed the Abbey Theatre.
^^ay and Carrwell, The pays of the Abbey Theatre, p. 143.
t
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CHAPTJiR II
THS ABBEY TI-n':iATRE
So many people were confused in the beginning about the founding of
the Abbey Theatre that Lit. F&y, its very capable manager, came out with the
following statement
:
I find that most people think of the Abbey Theatre as part and
parcel of a national, or rather nationalist movement, that found
literary expression in the v/prk of men like V/. B. Yeats and "AE"
and was represented in politics by Sinn Fein. They are apt to
confuse it v/ith the Irish Literary Theatre, which \jas dead and
buried before the Abbey Theatre had been conceived, much less
born.
The Abbey Theatre vfas first and foremost a theatrical, not a
literary movement. It was the creation not of letters but of
actors.
Miss Annie E. E. Horniman was an impetuous person. After she saw her
first performance given by the Fay Brothers* CJonpany, she wanted to help them
out and do what she could towards making this venture a success. Hiss Horni-
man was not an actress, nor v/as she able to vrrite plays, but she soon found
herself making some badly needed costuiues for the theatre. One day, as she
was leaving a rehearsal to v/hich she had just brought another set of costumes
she had made from designs supplied to her by the author of the play, she
turned to Llr. Fay and said,
"I have had some spare money by me lately, and I have been
advised to put it into Hudson Bay shares. If by any chance they
%ay and Carrwell, The Fays of the Abbey 'Theatre, p. 103.
%bid.
,
p. 106.
3e.a'i' .
do anything exciting, I shall have enough money to buy the
society a little theatre in Dublin. In the meantime keep on
working hard."^
Excitement vms rampant. Hiings were really breaking for the Company
nov/. I,lr. Fay goes on m.th. the comment,
"We were nearly crazy with excitement at the prospect of
having a little theatre of our ovm, vdien, to put a feather in
our hat, the London Irish Literary Society again invited us to
London. ... It was to be a real Vfest End theatre . . .'^
this time. Once before they had been to London, but not at one of the big
houses. Since the first success of this group the fondest dream of the
actors and playivrights of the Company had been, of course, to have a theatre
of its own, but these people realized even though there v/as a very definite
need for v/hat they v/ere doing, it vrais an ambition v/hich v/as a long way from
realization, lihen Miss Horniman offered to endov/ a theatre, they vieve over-
whelmed. The Society had had great difficulties up to this time in finding
suitable places in v/hich to give their performances. For a nominal sum per
year the players had rented a small place in which to rehearse and present
their productions, but their audiences were forced to sit on wooden planks
stretched across horses which became unendurably hard during the course of au
evening. A little later they obtained a somev/hat more comfortable location
from the point of viexv of the patrons, but it v/as so expensive, -liiey still
had to rehearse in the old place. This was far from a satisfactory arrange-
ment as it involved moving scenery, props, and costumes for each performance.
This v/as one of the main reasons the Abbey Vifriters began to create stream.-
lined dramas with the least possible number of scene changes and the fewest
Fay and Carrxvell, The Fays of the Abbey Theatre
,
p. 152.
^Ibid
., p. 156.

props consistent with an intelligible production.
Many problems presented themselves even after IVIiss Korniraan bought
and gave them the old Lfechanic's Institute Theatre. There was the question
of a patent for the new theatre because, without this legal document, no
plays could be put on. Irish laws regarding this were very strict, but
In August, in spite of the strenuous opposition of the
existing patent theatres, a patent for a new theatre was
granted. As Miss Horniman was not a resident in Ireland and
was therefore ineligible as a patentee, it was made out in
the name of Lady Gregory.
^
This license stated exactly v/hat the company was to be allowed to produce
and under what circumstances.
"Dame Augustus Gregory" as Patentee was "enjoined and com-
manded to gather, entertain, govern, privilege, and keep such
and so many players" and not to put on the stage any "exhibition
of wild beasts or dangerous performances or to allow women or
children to be hung from the flies or fixed positions from ij^ich
they cannot release themselves". "It being our Royal v/ill and
pleasure that for the future our said theatre may be instrumental
to the promotion of virtue and instructions of human life."S
Finally, when all the numerous difficulties were ironed out, the remodeling
began in earnest , and
Worlc at the theatre went on quicldy and smoothly, and by
December all was ready. ... It was noiv called the Abbey
Theatre, a name that has become famous throughout the civilized
world. ... It v/as destined to be the parent of over six hun-
dred little theatres all over the United States. On December
27, 1904, the curtain was run up for the first time.'^'
^ay and Oarrwell
, Ihe Fays of the Abbey Iheatre , p • 158
.
^ady Augustus Gregory, Our Irish Theatre , New York and London, The
Knickerbocker Press: G. P. Putnam»s Sons, 1913, p. 42.
"^Fay and Carrwell , The Fays of the Abbey Theatre
,
pp. 152-63.

Jbr the first two years as the Abbey Players the Ctompany stuck to
peasant comedy and tragedy, and tried to perfect themselves in this field
8
before branching out into others. This was such a successful vehicle for
thera, they did it more and more as time went on instead of trying other
types. AS a medium, it v/as so well suited to the ability of both the actors
and dramatists it seemed unwise to change. Circulars which read as follows
were sent to the prospective authors in order that they would have an idea
of more or less what type of material vms v/anted.
A play to be suitable for performance at the Abbey should
contain some criticism of life, founded on the experience or
personal observation of the vn*iter, or some vision of life or
Irish life by preference, ln5)ortant from its beauty or from
some excellence of style, and this intellectual quality is not
more necessary to tragedy than to the gayest comedy."
The people who became the players for the Abbey Theatre were not pro-
fessional actors and actresses. They were everyday people v/ho were interest-
ed in the stage. This is one reason the policy of the Company was to perfect
themselves on the peasant plays first before they tried other types of parts
because the players were just receiving their training.
As we wish our work to be full of this country, our stage-manager
has almost always to train our actors from the beginning, always
so in the case of peasant plays, and this makes the building up
of a theatre like ours the v/ork of years. ?/e are now fairly satis-
fied with the representation of peasant life, and we can afford to
give the greater part of our attention to other expressions of our
art and of our life.-'-'^
%eats, Plays and Controversies
,
p. 189.
9Lady Gregory, Our Irish Theatre
,
p. 101.
"^^/eats, Plays and Controversies
,
p. 190.

Yeats felt that to have people acting on the stage in the evening who had
regular jobs doing utterly different things in the day tirae was a distinct
advantage because
An artisan or a small shopkeeper feels, I think, when he has
seen upon our Abbey stage men of his oivn trade, that they are
represented as he himself would represent them if he had the
gift of expression. -^-^
Language xvas a difficulty which confronted the managers at the Abbey.
Naturally the dialect of the peasants v/as not completely familiar to all of
the writers. John Synge had gone to the Aran Islfuids in the summers and he
spent a great deal of his tirae in listening to the brogue of these primitive
people. He told in his introduction to The Playboy Of The Western World
,
about listening throxigh the cracks and crannies to the colloquialisms.
^tfhen I was writing IN THE SHADOW OF THE GLEN some years ago, I
got more aid than any learning could have given me from a chink
in the floor of the Wicklow house where I was staying, that let
me hear what xvas being said by the servant girls in the kitchen.
This matter, I think, is of importance, for in countries where
the imagination of the people, and the langugage they use, is
rich and living, it is possible for a vjriter to be rich and
copious in his words, and at the same time to give the reality
which is the root of all poetry, in a comprehensive and natxural
forn.^^
Synge added an underlying rhjrthm all his own to the speech of these peasants
as he heard it, and created something individual. He has been criticized
for having to listen at the cracks and not Imoviring the dialetic differences
first hand. Iviaurice Bourgeois felt,
The fact is that, when gynge declares that he vjas obliged
to listen to the speech of the people through a chink in the
floor, he implicitly condemns himself; a real peasant-playTra-ight
"^"
hreats
.
Plays and Controversies
,
p • 202
.
12 i
J. M. Synge, The Playboy of the ife stern World
,
Boston, John W. Luce i
Company, 1911, p. vi.

such as the Abbey Theatre is bound to produce some day, would
not have to hunt for local colour; he would have the peasant
speech in himself, and know how to use it. . . . The concept
of rhythm, wfliich holds so important a place in latter-day
philosophy and aesthetics, underlies S&mge's v;hole view of
drama, his technical execution, and, more especially, his
literary use of the Irish patois *^*^
After the Fay brothers left the Abbey Theatre, Lady Gregory, Yeats
and Synge were left in complete charge of the Company, i^nge had the par-
ticular duty of reading and deciding which plays were to be produced or re-
jected. The plays which vere staged at the Abbey were easily available to
the public as one of the policies which Yeats strongly advocated was the
publication of the manuscripts. He said, ''As we do not think a play can be
worth acting and not worth reading, all our plays viill be published in
time."-'-'^ Synge v^as intimately and vitally connected vd.th the Abbey Theatre
from the time Yeats discovered him in that sraall hotel room in Paris until
his death in 1909. It gave him a new interest in life; it gave him the
necessary courage to face those last few years v;ith fortitude.
13
J^laurice Bourgeois, John lAillington ^nge and the Irish Theatre
,
London, Constable and Company, Ltd., 1915, p. 229.
"^^eats, Pla^s sjid Controversies
,
p. 27.

SECTION II
biogr;»phical I1^F0RI.!ATI0N
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CHAPTER III
BIOGRAPHY
April 16, 1871 - I-Iarch 24, 1909
Shortly eifter Jolin Ulillington Synge celebrated his first birthday in
1872, his father, John Hatch Synge, died. This left Iv5rs. Synge, still a young
woman, with a large faciily of children to look after. Her first act was to
move from Newtown Little near Rathfarnliam which is in the outer suburbs of
Dublin to Orwell Park, Rothgar, in the inner suburbs. Synge 's father had
been a barrister, but also derived part of his income from some property
which he had inherited in Coiinty Galv/ay. The rent from this land, together
with some other investments gave the family sufficient income on which to
live in some degree of conifort.
Synge was never a strong boy. He v/as frail during his childhood, and
was in ill health most of his adult life. This made him stay off to himself
as any handicap is apt to make a person do.
He was one of a large family, left, one thinks, much to
himself, not robust enough to join in the usual garaes—and
hoxv much that means in the development of a boy*s character
—driven in upon himself, finding solace in nature and the
v/ild,— companionship that does not betray. ... He was
emotional, instinct-led; and sought affection not from his
intellectual eq.uals, but from others like himself, hearts
fundamentally simple.-^
At twenty-one he graduated from the University of Dublin and then began his
three years of wandering over the continent of Europe with his violin under
his am, studying music in Germany for a while; aftenvards going to Paris
^Corkery, Synge and Anglo-Irish Literature, A Study, p. 55.
rr
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where he decided to become a critic of French literatiire, rather than a
slightly below average musician. This v/as at the time vdien Yeats discovered
him in 1898 and advised in those now fanwus words,
Give up Paris. You vrill never create anything by reading
Racine, and Arthur Symons will always be a better critic of
Ftench literature. Go to the Aran Islands. Live there as if
you were one of the people themselves; express a life that has
never found expression.
2
This advice changed the entire future of his career. After careful con-
sideration, he decided to give it a try. Sjmge returned to his native
Ireland, v/andered through Kerry, Wicklow, and Connemara, and then settled on
the Aran Islands to study this most primitive of all Irish civilization.
Here, he gathered a rich store of folk lore and idioms out of which fund he
created some forty characters, Barrett Clark felt as a result of this that
"Synge v/as by all odds the greatest of the dramatists who wrote for the Irish
3
Theatre." The people of the Islands did not viioUy appreciate or understaiyi
Synge and they were, at times, someiirtiat puzzled by his actions as the follov?-
ing passage indicates. "He was an unassertive, unassuming man, vdth a genius
for being inconspicuous. He told us that his usual method in a poor man's
cabin was to make them forget that he ms there. They all cherished the
most kindly memories of this dramatist. A few of these people have immigra-
ted to America since Synge died. Edward J. O'Brien said in an introduction
he wrote to one of the Synge editions that these friends liir. Synge made while
%illiam Butler Yeats, The Cutting of the Agate, Nev/ York, Llacmillan
Company, 1912, p. 37.
H. Clark, A Study of the Ibdern Drama, New York, Appleton Century
Company, 1925, p. 336
4John Iv'Iasefield, John M. Synge: A Fev/ personal Recollections With
Biographical Notes, New York, Macmillan Company, 1915, p. 180.
rc
on the Aran Islands had memories vdiich they
• . . treasured up of his presence among them and the quality
of his personal magnetism. One and all they agree that John
Synge has reflected faithfully and sjrmpathetically the life he
saw, . . . and the dramatist was keen enough to discard such
stories as might have been told him in an irresponsible mood.
Personally Synge was rather a retiring fellov/. He was only five feet
eight or nine inches tall, had a big frame with a thick set neck, but was
never a man vftio gave the appearance of being strong or healthy. His head
was large with a shock of reddish brown hair. A swarthy, care-lined face
gave one the impression of his being a good deal older than he really vms,
and even though he had a will of iron, the pain TAftiich gnav/ed at him during
the last six or seven years of his life was plainly visible in his expres-
sion. Instead of being clean-shaven, he affected a bushy moustache along
with an absurdly small tuft of hair on his chin which might have been called
a goatee except for its diminutive size. Ihe square set of his jaw, together
with a hoarse voice and clear, hazel-grey eyes completed and itensified the
gravity of his expression.
Synge loved to talk to people, or rather to have people talk to him,
for he preferred rather to sit by the hour and listen to others discuss
things of interest to themselves than to join in the conversation. If pos-
sible he withdrew a little, and sat still enough so as to be entirely for-
gotten. In this way, he formulated characters and assimilated his material.
When he talked with women, his conversation is said to have taken on a light-
ness and charm which was not present v^en men were a part of the group.
John Millington Synge, Ihe Aran Islands
,
Boston, John W. Luce Company
1911, Edward J. O'Brien ed. , p. x.
^Ibid.
,
p. xii.
fc
Masefield used a chaiming phrase when he doscrihed Synge*s intense interest
in listening to others talk vAien he said, "he liked to knov/ the colours of
7
people »s minds."
Although ill a great deal, John Synge was even tenipered and patient
most of the tin©. Ivlasefield said of him, "I never saw him angry. I never
g
saw him vexed. I never heard him utter a hasty or iinkind viord." and one
of his friends remarked that, "There v;as something very nice about Slynge
9
• . . though the plays are cynical, he was not cjnical himself."
Politics never played a very large part in his life, Yeats referred
to this lack of political interest tvace.
... He was the man that we needed j because he was the only
man I have ever knoim incapable of a political thought or of a
humanitarian purpose.
SjTige seemd by nature unfitted to think a political thought and
with the exception of one sentence, spoken when I first met him
in Paris, that implied some sort of nationalist conviction, I
cannot remember that he spoke of politics or shov/ed any interest
in men in the mass, or any subject that is studied through abstrac-
tions and statistics.-^-^
He was interested in things in nature, was a good story teller, and fre-
quently repeated anecdotes he had heard in out of the way places which wsre
often ironical, but full of a sparkling vitality. Above all, the varied re-
actions of people to things interested him.
n
Ivlasefield, John M. Synge, A Few Personal Recollections
,
p. 166.
8
Ibid
.
,
p. 173.
9
Ibid., p. i69.
Yeats, Dramatis Personae
,
p. 195.
11
Yeats, The Gutting of the Agate , p. 159.

The Abbey Theatre gave life a new meaning for Sjmge. He devoted
himself to it entirely for seven years. During this period of his life,
the fine qualities of his genius were brought out. Everything else was
subordinated to his desire to create something v/orthwhile for this project.
He felt "it should be a sweet thing to have what is best and richest," even
12
"if it's for a short space only."
Synge realized long before his operations he was going to die young.
This insight is shown clearly in a couple of his poems as well as in his
plays. ON AN ANlNUVERS/iRY reflects his knov/ledge of how soon he \ms to pass
away, especially in the last two lines.
ON m ANNITERS/aY
With Fifteen-ninety or Sirteen-sirfceen
We end Cervantes, Marot, Nashe or Green:
Then Sixteen-thirteen till two score and nine,
Is Grashaw's niche, that honey-lipped divine.
And so vftien all my little v>rork is done
They'll say I came in Eighteen-seventy-one
,
And died in Dublin. • . . V/hat year will they write
13
For my poor passage to the stall of night?
12
John Millington Synge
,
The Complete I'forks of John M. Synge , New
York, Random House, 1935, p. 230.
13
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,
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Also,
A QUESTION
I asked if I got sick and died, would you
With my black funeral go walking too
,
If you*d stand close to hear them talk or pray
IVhilo I'm let dovm in that steep bank of clay.
And, No, you said, for if you saw a crew
Of living idiots pressing round that new
Oak coffin—they alive, I dead beneath
That board
—
you'd rave and rend them with your teeth. •^'^
The above poem as well as the last stanza of the follov/ing one show, not
only his feeling of the rapidity of approaching death, but also the morbid-
ity and cynicism which is reflected in so much of his work.
TO Tm OAKB OF GLENCREE
My arms are around you, and I lean
Against you, vihile the lark
Sings over us, and golden lights, and green
Shadows are on your bark.
14
Synge , The Complete Works of John M. Synge
,
p , 288.

1t
There'll cone a season when you'll stretch
Black boards to cover me
:
Then in Ivfount Jero:rae I will lie, poor wretch
15
7/ith worms eternally.
The feeling of passing on to another life which is reflected in almost every
one of his few poems seemed to be constantly uppermost in Synge's mind.
He was v/orking on DEIRDRE v\diile he xvas dying but did not live long
enougli to coirjilete it. Cornelius Weygandt commented upon it xrith the follow-
thought
.
Synge ;vrote the play of her triumph over death as he himself
was dying, and he v/rote it v;ith high heart, and, vdiat is higher,
gladness, despite his foreimowledge of his doom ... he could
not keep out of his xvriting, had he wished to keep it out, his
ovm love that death was so soon to end, and the thoughts of
what was the v/orth of life.-'-^
Some time before his last illness he become engaged to one of the players at
the Abbey. Most of what he wrote of his DEIRDRE v/as done after he v;as con-
fined to his bed, Molly tried to encoxira^e him to finish the play and often
she would act out what .he had written for him in order that he might see how
the dialogue vrent. Ee did so ivant to finish it.
Just before he went to the hospital, S^nge stopped at the home of the
Stephen McKennas. They were about his closest friends, and after a short
visit he rose and said good-bye to them, adding, "You'll never see me
again,"
15
Synge, The Complete Vforks, p. 287.
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Ibid., p. 169.
^"^Yeats, Dramatis Personae, p. 137.
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He was operated on shortly afterwards, but it was much too late to do any
good. After a long talk with his doctors, he learned it was Cancer, and
that there was no hope for him. The next day he told his brother-in-law
quite cheerfully his time had come. Synge seemed worried that his financee
would be crushed by his death and told her to be brave. He also explained
to her how he wanted his works edited, and gave her some final instructions
in this matter. As he was dying, he looked up at his nurse and said, "It
is no use fighting death any longer," and then passed away quietly. Hie
Matron of the hospital said of him, vihen asked if he knev/ the hopelessness
of his case, "He may have known it for weeks, but he would not have said so
to anyone. He would have no fuss. He was like that. . . . We were devoted
to hm."
Yeats paid him the following tribute in his book, THE CUTTING Of HIE AGATE,
in summing irp his character,
He was a solitary undemonstrative man, never asking pity,
nor coKi)laining, nor seeking s^.rmpathy but in this books
momentary cries: all folded up in brooding intellect, know-
ing nothing of new books and nev^spapers, reading the great
masters alone; and he was more hated because he gave his
country what it needed, an unmoved mind where there is a per-
petual last day, a trumpeting, and coming up to judgment.
•'^eats, Drsaaatis Personae, p. 134.
'-%eats, The Gutting of the ilgate, p. 145.
e
CHAPIER IV
THE INFLUENCE OF SYMJS'S LIFE UPON HIS WORK
The factors which determined Synge*s genius were largely directly
influenced by the circunstances of his life. Had he led a completely normal
childhood and been in g^od health the rest of the time, he undoubtedly would
never have had either the ability or desire to create a masterpiece such as
Ms RIDER'S TO THE SEA. The play vrould have been beyond the scope of his
power. Yeats felt also that
If Synge had married young or taken some profession, I doubt if
he would have written books or been greatly interested in a
movement like ours; (Abbey Theatre) but he refused various oppor-
tunities of making money in vihat must have been an almost un-
conscious preparat ion
.
A person who is lanable to take part in normal activities, as he vjas due to
his fraility, is bound to turn to some latent talent and develop it to such
an extent as to make it a compensation for v^at is lost in other ways.
Outdoors was alv/ays a solace to him in his youth. He turned to the
animals and tiny plants of the field v/hen left out of the games vrfiich v;ere
too strenuous for him to participate in, and in this \vay things of the sea,
the country, and nature took on a hidden meaning for him which would never
be obvious to the completely strong, robust person. Just as these pastimes
•were paramount to him in his youth, so literature and music became of the
utmost importance to him later on, VJhile Synge was in College he studied
Music Appreciation and learned to play on the violin. Already he had de-
feats, The Cutting of the Agate
, p, 5-75
r
veloped a love of French literature. ,'»fter graduation he set out for the
Continent and traveled extensively throughout Germany and Erance. He wrote
of his wanderings in several short pieces and tfiey are also reflected to
some extent in a fev; of his poems, but
There is no humor in these verses and travel sketches. . • .
We get the man himself, I say, a man exulting in primitiveness
,
in wilderness, in beauty of woman and child, in beauty of land-
scape; but exulting, more than in all else, in his own moods
aroused by these things that he loved.
2
V/hen John gynge returned to Ireland, more especially to the Aran
Islands, he took with him a new and utterly different viewpoint. He v;as not
thoroughly Irish in his outlook.
Unlike so many of his Irish contemporaries, he brought to the
study of local conditions a mind well stored with foreign impres-
sions, familiar with European culture, yet fundamentally colored
by national traditions which his knovjledge of Gaelic had preserved
intact.*^
Synge was able to see things ivith a clarity and farness of vision vdiich was
impossible for the average Irish author. His life had made him conscious
of all the thousand and one things going on in the world of T/\diich the every-
day person is totally unaware. He had also read widely in Erench as v/ell
as in English literature, and some of his work shows a direct influence of
people like Racine, Loti, and iinatole France. Certain similarities between
Pierre Loti»s PECFIEim D'ISLAI'ODE and RIDER »S TO THE SEA are evident, and
"Synge»s point of view in comedy is almost identical with that of Anatole
'Cornelius yeygandt, Irish Plays and Playwrights
,
Boston, Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1913, p. 187.
Ernest A. Boyd, The Contemporary Drama of Ireland
,
Boston, Little
Broi/ra and Company, 1917, p. 91.
r
France
.
Mr. Sherman feels
It is an essential error to imagine that v/hen Synge passed
from the Latin 'Quarter to the Aran Islands he vias returning to
his own people. He never desired to return to his ovm. people.
He ;yent back to this group of islands, and then to the most
remote and backward of them, because he wished to escape into
a perfectly strange and virgin environment.'^
The Aran Islands gave him a place in vAiich to think out problems of
life which were uppermost in his mind« Huiaor could not enter his work. He
Imew and faced the grim reality of life. After Synge had lived on the Aran
Islands and become thoroughly acquainted v/ith the people, he realized how
little time these native fisherfolk had for humor. Their lives irrere barren
tragedies; tragedies as barren as the island itself. Hov; could these people
iiftiose very existence v;as built upon the instability of the sea have strength
of will enough left to enjoy any kind of pleasure?
I'his life v/hich he describes ... as the most primitive in
all iSurope, satisfied some necessity of his nature. . . . Here
were men and women who under the weight of their necessity lived,
as the artist lived, in the presence of death and childhood, and
the great affections and the orgiastic moment when life out leaps
its limits, and vdio, as it is alvraiys with those who have refused
or escaped the trivial and temporary, had dignity and good manners
where manners mattered.*^
He knew his oxvn life v/ould be cut off soon, and he was completely aware of
the tragedy of his existence* iilthough he was engaged to be married, doxvn
underneath, this man realized how little happiness he might expect, with his
death so inevitably just around the corner. His presentation of the DEIRDRS
Stuart Pratt Sherman , On Gonteiiiporary Literature , Nev/ York
,
Henry
Holt Company, 1917, p. 196.
^Ibid.
,
p. 202.
^eats, The Gutting of the ivgate
,
p. 168.

story reflects, to some extent, his ovm emotional reaction to this prolDlem
and RIDER'S TO IHE SEA is an almost perfect tragedy because it shows the
beliefs and most minute observations of its author. THE VJELL OF TECS SMInITS
is a great tragedy for the same reason. It proves hov/ horrible it is to be
disillusioned and have a complete satisfactorily compact ivorld which it has
taicen a vAiole lifetime to build, suddenly crash dovm by one small act or
word, and the realization that this protective vj-all v/hich has been construc-
ted, only to crumble, may never be rebuilt. Without some personal experience
Synge could not have written with such feeling as he vjas able to put into
these two plays. "He was a drifting, silent man full of hidden passion, and
loved wild islands, because there, set out in the light of day, he saw what
7
lay hidden in himself."
A majority of the characters he created were taken directly from life.
In I'jandering around the Aran Islands, Synge told in his sketch of that name,
about meeting tinkers and tramps as well as innumerable other types of people
Tnhich recur in his plays, yet these figures become individuals after Synge
has enriched them through his imaginative powers. The "joy of life for
8
Synge was the transfiguring power of the primitive and etherial man." He
knevf, and thoroughly understood these fisherfolk he wrote about, and ivlr. Fay
thinks that perhaps "One thing that made Synge 's plays difficult for a Dublin
audience was that he actually knew the people he was v^riting about, whereas
9
they only thought they did.
Yeats, The Gutting of the Agate
, p. 176.
%arold V/illiams, Ivjodern English Writers
,
London, Sidgv/ick Limited,
1919, p. 210.
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JSynge lived with these peasants for months at a time, and after such intimate
contact with them, he was bound to laiow exactly hov; they thought, and reacted
to any given condition. He vrould never have consciously hurt anyone through
his v/ritinfe;s.
The PLAYBOY OF TEE li/ESTERN WORLD controversy vjas exceedingly painful
to him. "He was much shaken by the PL/iYBOY riot; on the first night confused
and excited, knov/ing not v;hat to do, and ill before many days, but it made no
difference in his work."^^ Except in the PLAYBOY discussion, public opinion
never bothered Synge. Even viith the PL^.YBOY, his only concern was that the
manuscript might be cut in some way, a thing vfiiich he would not hear of undeiij
any circumstances. The Sinn Feinn newspaper vjas hostile to him at times in
its reviev/s, but in spite of its accusations that he was a French decadent,
this comraent did not trouble Sjnige. He was a reticent man. He was not ego-
tistical vihen he never praised any other author *s work, but rather merely not
aware of the existence of anyone else.
The influence of Synge*s life v;as not only felt upon his oxm work,
but indirectly upon the work of many of his successors. Synge added an under-j
lying rhythm to his prose which he got from his intimate contact with the
speech of the Aran peasants. He combined this vriLth his knowledge of music an(
also of the fluent prose styles of the French classic writers. The fact that
this man xvas in poor health most of his life, especially the latter part of
it, that he loved music and nature, and that he was deeply influenced by
French authors cannot help but be recognized as direct influences upon his
work as a dramatist.
10
Yeats, The Cutting of the Agate
,
p. 175.
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SECTION III
TEE FLAYS

^9
CHAPTER V
IN THE aiADOViT CF TEE GLEN
IVhile gynge was staying on Inishmaan Island of the Aran group, the
old man he called Pat Dirane told him the story of a young woman vjho had
married a man much older than herself only to become extremely restless and
bored with life. Synge took this tale, one of many which had been handed
dovm from one generation to the next by v/ord of mouth, and used it for the
theme of his IN TEIS SiADOW OF TKE GLSN. I'flien this play was first produced,
it • • met with a very hostile reception. . . in October 1903, because it
was alleged to be a libel upon the peasant women of Ireland.""^ The Irish
people critized Synge bitterly for presenting a compatriot as unscrupulous
and faithless as Nora v;as represented. The plot was one knovm and accepted
by all familiar v;ith the folk lore of the coiintry when told merely as a
story in groups gathered round the fireside in the evening, but
it is a different thing vidien the nameless woman in the folk
tale is indeed none other than Nora Burke having her being in
county V/icklow in our own days. VJhen the dramatist gives so
much information to his audience, they are agog to have their
ovm ideas of right and wrong dealt with rather than their feel-
ings about old husbands and young vdves and the influence of
long periods of fog and mists on the minds of the dvjellers in
the glens. ^2
The method of presentation made all the difference in the world.
In Pat»s account of the legend, vAiioh he told in the first person as
was his custom, the husband pretended to be dead and was laid out ready for
p. 148.
A. E, llalone. The Irish Drama
,
New York, Scribner»s Company, 192^,
'Corkery , John M. Synge and Anglo-Irish Literature
,
p • 133
,

the wake to begin when a traveller came to the house. The wife requested the
stranger to remain v/ith the dead man a few minutes while she went out to tell
the neighbors. He agreed to do this, for, as he said when asked if he would
mind, "'Not a bit in the world, Ll'am,' says I, »he that's dead can do no
hurt.'" Just as soon as the wife went out, however, the dead husband rose
up and explained to the some^\4iat surprised wayfarer hov/ he wanted to trick
Ms unfaithful vafe. He took two sticks from a closet, climbed back upon the
table where he had been laid out, and pulled the sheet up over him again.
As soon as the wife and her lover returned, they went to bed.
Then the dead man got up, and took one stick, and he gave the
other to myself, ',/e went in and sav; then lying together with her
head on his arm.
The dead man hit him a blow with the stick so that the blood
out of him leapt up and hit the gallery.'^
When Synge used this story, he changed the ending slightly so as to make it
able to be presented in a theatre. Shortly after Nora and her young lover,
Micheal Dara, returned to the cabin, Mike put his arm around her. At that
her deceased husband, Dan Burke, sneezed loudly. This caused such a com-
motion, that Micheal exclaimed,
Son of God deliver us.
(Crosses himself, and goes backward across the room.)
Dan (holding up his hand at him). Now you'll not marry her
the time I'm rotting below in the Seven Churches, and you'll
see the thing I'll give you wil]jfollov>r you on the back mountains
when the wind is high.
Synge , The Complete Works
, p • 341
.
L
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Micheal (to Nora). Get me out of it, Nora, for the love of
God. He alvxays did v;hat you bid him, and I'm thinking he would
do it nov/.*^
^nge changed the ending around to make it raore dramatically effective,
Nora became doubly fickle. Instead of sticking to Micheal, she decided to
@o off with the Tramp who was just leaving. Micheal savj he was excess baggag
)
in Dan^s broken home and started after Nora and her companion, but Dan stop-
ped him.
Dan. Sit down and take a little taste of the stuff, Mcheal
Dara. There *s a great drouth on me, and the night is young.
Micheal (coming back to the table). And it's very dry I am,
surely, with fear of death you put on me, and I after driving
mountain ewes since the turn of the day.
Dan (throwing away his stick). I was thinking to strike you,
Micheal Dara, but you're a quiet man, God help you, and I don't
mind you at all.
(He pours out two glasses of whiskey, and gives one to Mcheal).
Dan. Your good health, Ivlicheal Dara.
Micheal. God reward you, Daniel Burke, and may you have a
long life, and a quiet life, and good health with it.
(They drink)
.
Curtain.^
Synge had never written a play before IN THE SHADOV/ OF THE GLSN.
This drama is not as perfect a piece of work as some of his later ones, but
as Mr. Corkery pointed out in his book,
Synge, The Complete I'forks, pp. 114-15.
°Ibid., p. 118.
(
He had not yet acquired certainty of touch. The play is a
sketch, vfith some passages as good as any he was afteri'/ards to
write; but all of it has the mark of not having been sufficiently
thought through.
However, even with its shortcomings, the play is good, and it is amusing.
Although it is not a comedy, it should not rightly be classified as a
tragedy. Again quoting from ij. Corkery, "It is certainly not an ironic
comedy. It has no purpose, it does not warn against the mating of youth and
Q
age . « . hov/ever, it has in it the biting of reality. . . Even though
the resolution of the plot is not tragic, it has a certain inexplicable note
of pathos in it when Dan*s wife has left with a third man and the old husban(
asks the man he knov/s has been his wife*s lover to have a drink vrith him.
The two who have been left behind might as well luake the best of a situation
which has ended badly for both of them. The dialogue shows the start of
that Syngesse type of construction which was destined to become so famous
throughout Irish drama. "He had got emotion, the driving force he needed,
from his life among the people, and it was the ivorking in dialogue that had
9
set free his style ." Synge has used an extremely plain background as a
setting for this play. He laid it in the central room of a peasant dwelling
which contained just the essential pieces of furniture. Irish plays were
kept simple because of the lack of money for lavish productions. The set
and props for a cottage of this sort could be used over and over again for
different plays with only minor changes necessary.
Corkery, ^mge and Anglo-Irish Literature
,
p. 1E7.
'ibid., p. 133.
'Gregory, Our Irish Theatre
,
p. 1E5.

ii
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In this extremely short one-act play Synge could not show complete,
well rounded characterization. This author did his characters in broad,
swift strokes and was a master at suggestion. Nora and the Tramp have the
largest parts with forty-six and forty-four speeches respectively, yet Dan,
who has only seventeen small bits of dialogue, is as well characterized and
individualized as either of the first two. He is shovm as a pretty shrev/d
old man who has figured out a clever way of testing his wife»s fidelity,
Synge has given the audience a complete and clear picture of this suspicious
husband and of the Trarap v/ho doesn't quite like being mixed up in the whole
affair. These characters show Synge in his apprentice period, but he was
skilful even at as early a point as this. "One finds the whole of Synge in
this play, sketch as it is. . . . The characters in it are true brothers and
10
sisters of all those he v;as afterv;ards to create." Nora was a hastily
drawn woman, but Synge made her an individual instead of a representative
type. This probably accounts for some of the objections which were raised
when the play was first put on in' Dublin. Had Nora been less of a person,
the public would have thought no more of the episode as a play than as a folk
tale. But Nora was not stereotyped; she had a mind of her own, even though
she WiS not endovred with high ideals.
Synge of course made no effort to create a fine and sensitive
woman: in his folk-lore mood such people had no appeal to him.
\ihat he created was a piece of naturalistic flesh and blood,
wearing her lusts upon her sleeve a being all appetite and no
faculty, a woman after his ovm literary fancy, full of physical
courage, daring and bold. And being such, she retains in her
^^Corkery, Synge and Anglo-Irish Literature, p. 129.

imuch of the feeling in the old tale, the spirit of ^'^ich is
frankly naturalistic, as is the way with folk lore.-
Synge's style here, although still in its formative state, is individ-
ual and characteristic of its author. Ihe langugage seems to flov; along v/ith
an ease and rapidity of rhythm which is lacking in so laanjr dramatists. He
had studied the speech and inflections of these peasants carefully and laiev; it
dovm to the most minute detail. His preparatory efforts had not been in
vain. Synge had captured and v;as creating something v/orthi'shile.
•^^Corkery, Synge and Anglo-Irish Literatiare, p. 125.
•
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CHAPTER VI
RIDER'S OX) TEiE SEA
RIDER'S TO TEES SSA is recognized by a majority of critics as one of
the most perfect one act tragedies which has ever been written and produced
in English.
There are fev/ more flawless tragedies than this little piece,
with its subtle blending of diverse elements, from the realism
of the cottage interior, displaying an intimate knov/ledge of
Aran customs, to the symphonic quality of the appeal. to the ear
in the phrasing of the speeches and the wonderful diapason of
the caoin.l
Each speech is complete in itself, and leads inevitably to the next. There
is nothing in the entire piece which could be omitted without spoiling the
play as a whole, and every gesture, look, or cry points directly to the in-
eluctable outcome. From the very first moment, the oppression of coming dis-
aster is foreshadovred as something as inescapable as time itself. liaurya's
fifth speech in v/hich she refers to the droiivning of the last son, v/hose body
has not yet been found, reflects what she knovjs inevitably is bound to happen
since Hartley, her youngest boy, is going to sea today. This feeling grows
stronger as she continues. Finally less than forty lines farther on she says
so directly,
iidaurya. It's a hard thing they'll be saying below if the body
is v/ashed up and there's no man in it to make the coffin, and I
after giving a big price for the finest xviiite boards you'd find in
Connemara. . . .
^Boyd, The Contemporary Drama of Ireland, p. 95.
t
Maurya. If it wasn't found itself, that ;vind is raising the
sea, and there was a star up against the moon, and is rising in
the night. If it was a hundred horses, or a thousand horses you
had itself, v/hat is the price of a thousand horses against a son
where there is one son only? . . .
Maurya. It's hard set xve'll be surely the day you're drovrad'd
with the rest, iilhat way will I live and the girls with me, and I
an old v;oman looking for the grave? ...
Ivlaurya (crying out as he is in the door). He's gone nov/, God
spare us, and x'/e'll not see him again. He's gone novi, and when
black night is falling I'll have no son left me in the world.
From the moment the curtain rises, the audience knows there can be no outcome
other than stark tragedy for this drama.
"it is, perhaps, not so much tragedy as a fragment of life"
—
one might almost say, in the hackneyed phrase, a "slice of life"
--"set in the atmosphere of tragedy." ... It is elegy all
through, but elegy in a highly dramatic form. ... It strikingly
exemplifies S3mge's unique and felicitous blending of cosmopoli-
tan literature and Irish social experience into a world of heart-
rending universal appeal as well as of individual self-expression.
^
Synge obtained a great deal of his material for this play on one of
his early visits to the Aran Islands. Inishmaan, more primitive than most
of this group, via.3 his favorite of the islands. For this reason, he based
& large part of his subsequent v;ork on the material he gathered during his
visits there.
Ee took the information which lay ready at his hand, and,
by the power of syn?)athy, wove them, with a little modifica-
tion, into a tragedy, ifeich, for draraatic irony and noble
pity, had no equal among its contemporaries."^
Synge, The Complete Works, pp» 86-87.
"^Bourgeois, John M. Synge _and the Irish Theatre
, pp. 170-71. The first
part of this iip. Bourgeois" quoted from Darrell FigcTs, THE AEI OF J. M. SYNGE.
Fortnightly Review
,
December, 1911.
4
John Millington i^mge, Rider's To The -gea, Boston, John 1'/. Lace Com-
pany, 1911, introduction by 2. J. O'Brien, p. viii.
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The tale of the eternal toll of life which the sea exacted from the Aran
peasants made a deep, lasting impression on synge, but the fact that the iioen
of whole families could be and were wiped out completely by a storm was some-
thing which becajne indelibly imprinted upon his mind.
Atmosphere and action are both implicit in the vrords used, and
it is by contrasting the homely life of every day v/ith the grim
struggle upon xvhicii that life depends that the tragic effect is
produced. There is no doubt that, whether the play be strictly
tragedy or not, it is theatrically effective and true to life. ^
li&Lurya emerged from his work as the personified victim of the sea. S^^nge
based the characters for. this play on actual figures he had met on the island
,
and the plot developed from an episode which he witnessed one day.
Synge chose the simplest possible theme for RIDER'S TO THE SIA. It
was one of universal despair and the utter futility of life. He took as his
characters the fisherfolk who live on barren waste islands which are so rocky
and unproductive that almost nothing will grow. In order to gain a scant
livelihood, these people raised a fevi animals which they took over to the
mainland in their fragile boats to sell. To this bit of nwuey they added a
fevf shillings by selling most of the fish they caught. These fish also had
to be taken to the mainland for disposal. In RIDER'S TO THE SEA Synge has
jtold the pathetic story of a family in which the father and three sons have
I already been drowned. The fourth son, Ivhchael, had been missing over a week.
When the play began some clothes had just been taken from the body of a man
wiio had been washed ashore and at the very start of the play these garments
are identified as belonging to Llichael. Bartlej'', i.iaurya's youngest and only
surviving son, had a horse he wanted to sell on the mainland. The day was
^Malone , The Irish Drama, p . 150
.

threatening, but in spite of his inother*s protests, he decided to go an3rway.
Naturally as vi/as to be expected, he was lost almost imr.iediately. The old
women of the village entered the house a fev/ minutes after he .had left, malc-
ing the sign of the cross which was the custoraary way of announcing death to
the family on this island. In the 'background Synge has used the keening of
the young girls which grows constantly louder as idJugene O'Neill employed the
druEis in the SvIPiilROR JONES. This mournful sound set the tone and underlying
rhythm of the entire production. l-Iaurya summed up the feeling and dominant
spirit of her peopls when she said,
. • • (raising her head and speaking as if she did not see the
people around her). They're all gone novj, and there isn't any-
thing more the sea can do to me. . • . I'll have no call now to
be up crying and praying when the wind breaks from the south, and
you hear the surf is in the east, and the surf is in the ivest,
making a great stir with the tv/o noises, and they hitting one on
the other. I'll have no call now to be going down and getting
Holy V/ater in the dark nights after Sarahain, and I won't care
what v/ay the sea is vihen the other women will be keening.
(To Nora.) Give me the Holy V/ater, Nora, there's a small sup
still on the dresser.
°
Here, as in IN TEE SHADOW OF THE GLEN, he used a bare peasant dv/ell-
ing, scantily furnished, as the scene for the entire play. The structure in
itself is as simple as dramatic form can have. He used the one act frame
for the story which of necessity limits the dramatist to the expression of
only the most essential facts. B. H. Clark drew an interesting comparison
between this and the final act of EA1»ILET when he said,
RIDER'S TO THE SEA serves to illustrate the essential differ-
ence between the one-act play and the full length play. Since
the former is almost always concerned with but a single incident,
it is capable of very little deyelopment. Now a tragedy is not a
^Synge, The Complete V/orks, p. 96.
6
•fact or an event; it shows great and strong characters . . •
struggling with forces which are finally too great to be overcome.
And vie see the struggle .... A one act play osn scarcely do niore
than indicate the consequences of a struggle. The last act of
HAI'^LET is not tragedy in itself, and RIDER'S TO TE3 SEA, like that
last act, is only the result of -wdiat has gone on for a long tiiae
before."^
This author went on to say,
8
It is here suggested (in Aristotle's definition) that a certain
development is necessary, and development in the one-act play is a
single scene, incident, or situation, and ve cannot see more than
one stage in the development of a person or situation. It might
also be said that the most momentous developments in tragedy occur
betv/een the acts: what we see is almost entirely the crucial points
during the period of development .
^
All draiaa must have a conflict. Here the only conflict brought out is that
of
. • • the sea as the human protagonist v/ith which this old
woman, whose husband and five sons have been its prey, is striving.
... How Ssrnge brings us to realize the malignity of the sea is
worth noting; he brings us to view it, to apprehend it, through
the island consciousness. . . . For them (the fisherfolk) the sea
is no new revelation: its worst is of old and familiar: in Aran
voices are not raised against the v\4iirlwind: as the v\ftiirlwind rises,
their voices sink to a lower whispering. 10
7
Clark, A Study of the Llbdern Drama, p. 340.
g
Aristotle's definition of an ideal tragedy: Tragedy is the imitation
of an action, serious, complete, and of a certain magnitude, in the form of
action not narrative, through pity and fear effecting the purgation of
emotions of pity and fear. As given by Professor Joseph Richard Taylor,
Boston University.
9
Clark, A Study of the l^Jodern Drama, p. 341.
^•^Corkery, ^mge and Anglo-Irish Literature, p. 140.
-

There has been a great deal of comment on whether this is sufficient conflict
to make RIDERS TO TEIE SEA a true tragedy. Helen Cohen thought
Its crises may be crises of character as vtall as conflicts of
will or physical conflicts; it must be by a riBthod of foreshadovang,
sustain the interest of the audience unflaggingly , but ultimately
relieve their tension; it must achieye sv/ift characterization by
means of pantomine and dialogue; and its dialogue must achieve its
effects by the same methods as. the dialogue of longer plays, but by
even greater economy of means.
The incident is painful rather than dramatic, for the struggle
must be imagined, it cannot be seen and apprehended by the audience.
Consequently, vre might almost feel that the struggle here depicted
was so hopeless as to leave no room for anything but dumb subnission.
Tragedy is usually the spectacle of man in conflict v;ith other men,
or v/ith circumstances against which he has, or seems to have, a
fighting chance. Synge»s play, however, is little more than a
spectacle showing the result of a conflict in vdiich man has no chance
at all. 12
There was certainly an invfard struggle in old llaurya vAien Hartley finally
went off despite all her efforts to restrain him. She almost conquered her
own emotions vHaen she v/ent out after him, but her supernatural vision made
her turn back too soon. In the end she realized fate could not be overcome;
therefore she became resigned to it. iir*. Sherman commented,
. . . Strictly speaking, RIDER »S TO THE SEA is not a tragedy at
all, because it is not a drama. It might v/ith more propriety be
called a tragic idyl—a sombre picture, impressive enough in its
kind, with the fearful v>rhispering of the young girls, whose necks
have not become bowed beneath the ancient burden, and the grey old
mother, vHio looks before and after and has passed through all il-
lusions, sitting there patiently, passively, receiving the tidings
of disaster .l'^
Cohen, One Act Plays By Lfodern Authors
,
p. xix.
^Clark, A Study of the liodern Drama
,
p. 339.
Sherman, On Contemporary Literature , p. 209.
t
RIHER'S TO THE SEA was first performed in Lfolesvrorth Hall in Dublin in
February of 1904 by the players of the Irish National Theatre. W. G-. Fay
played the part of Bartley, Sarah Allgood v;as Catherine, and iviaurya vjas
played by Miss Honor Lavalle.
The characters in this play live and have a certain vitality to them
which is lacking in so many modern dramatist's work. Ivlr. O'Brien commented
upon the characters in an introduction v^iich he varote to RIDSR'S TO IHE fflA
by saying that "Its characters live—and die. It is their virtue in life to
14
be lonely and none but the lonely man in tragedy may be great." Through
the characters the customs, the feelings, and innermost thoughts of these
people were revealed as they had never been revealed before. iSaurya vjas an
integral character. The other characters, although they are individualized
to some extent, are not ones which are long remembered by their names.
Catherine and Bartley are, rather, type characters which places the play in
the realm of the supernatural. With the exception of the one central figure
Synge did not care much about the others except in their relationship to
ifeurya. In the brief one act form a play must have one dominant incident and
one dominant character. This play conforms to both of these requirements.
RIDER'S TO THE SEA is almost as good an example of Synge 's command
and use of language as is to be found in his vrorks. The feeling of the sea
is shown throughout in the underlying rhyijhmic quality of his prose which,
at times, is alirost scannable. By the raost stringent economy of words or
3ven thought, he can suggest the entire picture.
14Synge, Rider's To The Sea , introduction b3'- E. J. O'Brien, p. x.

Synge»s mastery of words is one of his greatest assets. Like
Shaivespeare , he can suggest environment by purely verbal means.
Beautiful words and sentences are not necessarily an integral
part of draina, but dramatic language that is beautiful in itself
means much . . .-^^
I
Through his wonderful command of language and pov;ers of self-expression,
Synge has been able to express the Irish feeling, ttiese people, vHio have
lived such tragic existences, are not a happy folk, yet they are uncomplain-
ing.
And among the many vjho have xvritten of Irish vroe, John M.
Synge in his HID'3R*S TO THE SEA cleaves deepest and comes nearest
to the unhappy heart of the nation. ... The spirit moving in
old Ivlaurya ... is a fragment of the nobility springing from the
hearts of all mothers i/dio have given their loved ones to sudden
and inescapable doom.-'-^
Synge never used an adjective to modify the noun "sea" as he felt the word
denoted in itself too powerful a force to need any modification. The sea
vms such a pov/erful symbol in the lives of these natives that no word could
possibly augment or decrease that power.
Weygandt felt RIDER »S TO THE SEA was not representative of Synge,
. . • for it is written on one note, the note of the dirge,
of the dirge of the tides that sound their menace of the sea
through Inishmaan. It is less representative of Synge in that
it has no revelation of turault of soul. It is less representa-
tive of Synge in that it is less original than any of his plays,
reminiscent in fact all but its style, nov; of Ibsen, now of M.
Materlinck, nov; even of Iiilr. Edv/ard I'lartyn. And his style itself
is not what his style v/as in IN THE SIIADOIV OF TEE GLEN, nor what
it became again in THE V'/SLL OF THE SAIIJT.17
'-^Clark, A Study of the ])itodem Drama
,
p. 339.
1 A
C'ortis Ganfield. Plays Of The Irish Renaisssnce 1880-1930 , New York
Washburn Company, 1929, p. 115
17
V/eygandt , Irish Plays and PlayvJrights
,
p. 178.
r
^1
When the intimacy of Synge's life with the people on the Aran Islands is
considered, it would seem the play is indeed representative of a certain phai
and period of his work. Peasant plays were the vital interest in his life
for the greater part of his dramatic period. The facts as he saw them were
presented in the form of this one-act tragedy, and as such RIDER'S TO THE
SEA he came representative of its author.
le
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CHAPTER VII
THE WELL OF THE SAINTS
THE I'fflLL OF OHE SAIKTS was ^ge's first three act play. It had its
opening performance at the Abbey Theatre in February, 1905, by the Irish
National Theatre Society, under the direction of lir, G, Fay, the then
managing director of the Company. Although Ernest A. Boyd said,
I In THE ViELL OF THE SAINTS, his fourth play, Synge definitely
I proclaimed his control of the dramatic medium hy the ease v/ith
I which he abandoned the one-act for the three-act form, the two
I acts of THE TILIKER»S WEDDING having served to mark the tran-
j
sition.^
I
The preface to THE TINKER'S WEDDING is dated December 2, 1907 vAiich \ms
! 2
i almost three years after the production of THE VELL OF THE SAIl^ITS. Synge
I
I
has brought out a great deal of philosphy as well as character development
I in this simple story of the blind couple who have their sight restored to
them through the miraculous powers of some Holy Water, but are so disillu-
sioned by the sordid life they see, they choose to becoroe blind once more.
In this play Synge vfas deeply concerned with characterization, itiary
and Martin Doul grew and developed as the play imfolded. These tvro blind
old beggars are simple people v/hen the curtain goes up, taking pleasure in
the little things around them, and in their o\m thoughts of each other.
Their friends have always told these two ghastly looking hags how beautiful
they are and they have believed what they were told. Tiraray the smith, Itfet
Boyd, Ihe^ Contemporary Drama, of Ireland
,
p. 99.
2Synge, The Complete Works
,
p. 178. No production date is given in
this edition for TEE TIIICER'S VEDBING.
cc
Simon, and the others felt as long as the couple vras blind they might as v/ell
I
I
think themselves handsonie, so they have deceived the Douls all these years,
thinking their deception would never be found out. I.lary and I'.lartin Doul are
so happy in this.
Mary Doul. Vflio wouldn't have a cracked voice sittixig out all
the year in the rain falling? It's a bad life for the voice,
Iwartin Doul, though I*ve heard tell there isn't anything like the
wet south wind does be bloiifing upon us for keeping a white beauti-
ful skin—the like of my skin—on your neck and on your broxvs, and
there isn't anything at all like a fine skin for putting splendour
on a woman.
Mary Doul . . . and a power besides saj'^ing the fine things of my
face, and you knov>r rightly it was 'the beautiful dark woman' they
did call me in Ball inatone ."^
Tijnmy the smith has heard of a priest who has some v;ater taken from a vrell
which flows beside the grave of four saints. This v^ater, v/hen sprinkled cn
the eyes of the blind, will restore sight. This priest is going to pass in
a few minutes and will cure Ivlary and Martin Doul. They all await the holy
father eagerly, but when Martin says,
(turning suddenly to lilary Doul). And v/e'll be
seeing ourselves this day. Oh, glory be to God, is
is true surely?^
TiranQT begins to realize that their innocent lies may have bad repercussions
after all.
I
/
Tiramy (pityingly) . The two of you will see a great wonder
this day, and it's no lie.^
Timmy (anxiously) . God help him. . . . Vfliat will be he doing
when he sees his v/ife this daj? I'm thinking it was bad work we
Synge
, The Complete Works
, p . 1S2
.
^Ibid.
,
p. 128.
^Ibid
., p. 132.

did when vb let on she was fine-looldng, and not a wrinJdLed,
wizened hag the way she is.*^
Through the disillusionment of these two old people
,
Synge shows his marvel-
ous insight into human nature and understanding of the philosophy of the
human mind. The priest takes the husband into the church first, vjhile Llary
kneels outside. As Ivlartin cones out of the church, wild with the joy of
being able to see once more, he passed his wife as Synge puts it in a stage
direction,
{ . . . comes past Llary Doul as she scrambles to
her feet, drawing a little av/ay from her as he goes by.)
Then the heart-rending tragedy begins to show itself.
i»Iartin Doul (crying out joyfully). That»s Tiraray I koov; Timray
by the black of his head. , • . (He sees Ivfolly Byrne on Mary
Dotil*s seat, and his voice changes completely.) Oh, it was no
lie they told me, Llary Doul. Oh, glory to God and the seven saints
I didn't die and not see you at all. The blessing of God on the
water, and the feet carried it round through the land. The bless-
ing of God on this day, and them that brought me the Saint, for
it»s grand hair you have (she loivers her head a little confused),
and soft skin, and eyes would make the saints, if they vjere dark
awhile and seeing again, fall dovm out of the sk;;-. (He goes
nearer to her.) Hold up your head, i^Iary, the way I'll see it's
richer I am than the great kings of the east. Hold up your head,
I'm saying, for it's soon you'll be seeing me, and I not a bad
one at all.
. . • Molly Byrne . Let you keep away from me , and not be
soiling my chin.
J.Iartin Doul (bewildered). It's MbHy's voice you have.
. . . Martin Doul. VJhich of you all is herself? (He goes
up to Bride.) Is it you is Ivlary Doul? I'm thinking you're more
the like of what they said (peering at her). For you've yellov/
Synge, The Complete VJorks
,
p. 135.
Ibid., p. 135.
0
hair, and xiftiite skin, and it's the smell of iny own turf is rising
from yoxir shav/l.^
I The crowd of people vdio have collected around the church to watch the miracle
I I
! begin to laugh and make fun of him. "Ehe scene is pathetic, ^ittien ¥ja.ry cones
;
out of the church and they see each other for the first time Synge shows how
much more poiverful restrairt is than effusion by using one deft stroke to con-
vey the whole emotional strain of the situation.
{They stare at each other blankly.)
. . . Ivtolly Byrne (to Mary Doul). You're not saying a word,
Ivlary. vJhat is it you think of himself, with the fat legs on him,
and the little neck like a ram?
Mary Doul. I'm thinking it's a poor thing when the Lord God
gives you sight and puts the like of that man in your way.^
Act two shows what a struggle these two people have in readjusting themselves
to a life in which they have their sight, tlartin finds his job with Timray
the smith arduous, and he cannot stand the sight of poor Iviary who feels much
the same towards him. They do nothing but argue and bicker among themselves.
Martin makes love to Molly who is engaged to marry Timray the smith, but she
is repulsed by him. Finally he looses his job and becomes blind again. In
the last act both Mary and Ivlartin are blind once more, but things are not as
easy for them as before, because they have knovm what sight is and now it is
twice as hard for them to get around. They stumble on everything; they are
lonely in their blindness because they are separated from each other.
'Synge, The Complete ?Jorks, pp. 136-37.
'ibid
., pp. 138-39.
r
1Mary Doul (mournfully). Ah, God help me. . . . God help me;
the blackness wasn*t so black at all the other time, and it*s
destroyed I'll be now, and hard set to get ray living working
alone, vriien it's fev/ are passing and the winds are cold. . . .
(She stays perfectly quiet. IVIartin Doul gropes in on right,
blind also.
)
Martin Doul (gloomily). The devil mend Mary Doul for putting
lies on me, and getting on she was grand. The devil mend the old
Saint for letting me see it was lies. . . . ^'^
The illusions they had for each other are gone, but when they find they are
both together, lonely, and blind again, they try to reestablish the old
feelings. Mary says,
. . . For TA4ien I seen myself in then pools, I seen my hair
would be gray or white, Liaybe, in a short while, and I seen xvith
it that I'd a face would be a great xronder when it'll have soft
white hair falling around it, the way when I'm an old woman there^^
won't be the like of me surely in the seven counties of the east.
Irlartin grasps this idea as the drowning man a strav/. Ke, too, wants to get
back into the old way of looking at things.
Liartin Doul (bursting with excitement). I've this to say, j!;iary
Doul. I'll be letting my beard grow in a short while, a beautiful
-long, white, silken, streamy beard, you vjouldn't see the like of
in the eastern world. . • .
Mary Doul (laughing cheerfully). Well, we're a great pair,
surely, and it's great times we'll have yet, maybe, and great talk-
ing before we die
Just as they are deciding to go on together, the Saint reappears and wants to
give them back their sight once more, promising that the restoration would be
10
Synge, The Complete Works, pp. 156-57.
^'Ibid., p. 160.
l^Ibid.
,
p. 161.

permanent this time. The blind couple beg him,
Martin Doul (more troubled). We're not asking our sight,
holy father, and let you walk on your o\m vyay, and be fasting,
or praying, or doing anything that you xvill, but leave us here
in our peace, at the crossing of the roads, for it's best we
are this way, and v/e're not askitig to see.^^
Llary Doul (doubtfully). Let us be as we are, holy father, and
then we'll be knovjn again in a short while as the people is happy
and blind, and be having an easy time^^v/ith no trouble to live,
and we getting halfpence on the road.
Martin finally strikes the can of Holy Vvater from the Saint's hand, and the
curtain falls with iviary going off hand in hand with him towards the unknovm
south. Their friends think they will probably be drovmed, but realize they
can do nothing to stop this blind couple. i/Ir. Gorkery comments on the
characters of this play as follows,
Tirany the smith, i^Iolly Eyrne, and the few others in the play,
are brought in simply to carry on the action, -^^^artin Doul and
Mary Doul are the play. . . . Almost any other vjriter might have
created, if this is not too big a word, either the Playboy or
Pegeen, but nobody except Synge hiiaself could have spied out in
the swirling currents of life around us, these two blind creatures,
fastened on them v/ith a keen eye, and rescuing them in all their
integrity, not only for our entertainment but also for our en-
lightment as to the depths and riches of those self same sv/irling
tides. -^^
i
Again Sjmge took his plot from various sources. He found the story of course|
on the Aran Islands. Gorkery and Weygandt had different opinions on the
actual sources.
.i/here, if anjnvhere, he came upon the fable is not certain.
. . .His mind was actively creative, vdiich is to say that what-
ever it seized upon, it made truly its own, the matter seized
Synge, The Complete Yforks
,
p. 165.
l^Ibid., p. 169.
^ Gorkery, Synge and iUiglo-Irish Literature
,
p. 173.

upon becoming not more but less refined, less abstract, less a
thought or idea and more a gesturing, quaint-spoken boon com-
panion of the whole tatterdemalion gipsy-gaudy crew his memory
had gathered from byev;ay and tavern, keeping them in fee as an
old-time king his dv;arfs and iools.^^
Old Mourteen, a *dark man,* v;ho taught him Gaelic on Aranmoor,
sugeested Martin Doul, the chief character of the play, and it
was Mourteen told him, too, the story of the well whose water
would give si^t to blind eyes. A story told S^ge on Inishere
supplied the saint, and a tramp in Wickloxv the thoughts of Llartin
Doul and Mary Doul as to the glory their hair would be to them in
age.-^"^
One of the chaims of John synge's work was that above all he was a
poet, and even his prose contained all the cadence of poetry. THE 'MLL OF
TEIS SAINTS was no exception to this. This play had as musical prose as
could be found in any of his work all the v/ay through it. Take, as an ex-
ample, the follovring passage which he put into the mouth of Timmy the smith.
Ay, a fine saint, xvho's going round through the churches of
Ireland, with a long cloak on him, and naked feet, for he»s
brought a sup of water slung at his side, and, v;ith the like of
him, any little drop is enough to cure the dying, or to make the
blind see as clear as the gray hawks do be high up, on a still
day, sailing the sky.
Synge used alliteration of the letter "s", a poetic simile, and there is a
lyrical suggestion in the passage, lir, Williams was truly correct when he
said,
It is difficult to conceive of THE ViELL OF THE SABITS
. bettered in any respect. In its spiritual insight, its
psychology, its dialogue, its allegory v/hich carries no ob-
trusive message, it is the greatest thing Synge ever vrrote.^^
•'^Gorkery, Synge and Anglo-Irish Literature
,
p. 154.
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V/eygandt, Irish Plays and Play^vrights
,
p. 170.
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Synge
,
The_ Complete VJbrks
,
p . 128
.
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li/illiams, lalodern Bnglish 'ATiters
,
p. 216.
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In this play, Synge used the peasants* reverent belief in the powers of
miracles, especially those connected with things of the church, and has cora-
bined xvith this the clearly vivid life of the imagination with that of the
humdrum existence of every day experience.
The effort at pointing a moral at the end is amiss. It is the
nearest approach in Synge to a direct lesson: his plays, truly
literary, teach only through the sympathies and antipathies when,
as we say, his hand is in."^*^
Synge through the groivth of the two characters, their disillusionment, and
the xvay in which they finally face life together vjith the idea of mailing the
best of their unfortunate lot, gives his reader and his audience something
fundamental and a better insight into his ovm philosophy here than in any of
the other plays.
on
Coricery, Synge and The Anglo-Irish Literature
, pp. 177-78,

CHAPTER VIII
•THE TINKER'S WSDDIMJ
This two act play of John Synge's differed entirely from those v^hich
composed the rest of his dramatic v/ork. The plot was not one hased upon
folk lore, nor did it treat the humble peasant life contending with its
overpoxvering problems as did RIDER'S TO THE SEA. ?fith the introduction of
the tin can episode into THE TII>IKER'S YffiDDII^, Qynge lost a great deal of
•\ that fresh originality which set his plays so far apart and above those of
other contemporary dramatists. This made it mechanical, and at times, turne(^
it into almost slapstick comedy. The plot did not ring true, and
Lacking reality, the play is barren of such joy as is deepened by
our recollections of life; and as an element in draEia joy must be
assessed by the self same tests vie apply to terror in a play: we
are to be moved by it in the totality of our being, tougliened as
vfe have been by living among men and vromen.-'-
THE TUCKER'S 'jVEDDING- was an unreal farce v\4iich told the tale of an
itinerant tinlcer who had been living with Sarah Casey as his wife for years
without benefit of clergy. Suddenly this wanan felt the urge to have the
blessing of the church on this strange union. Mchael thought this a ri-
diculous ezpenditure of hard earned cash, but, after Sarah threatened to go
off vdth another man, he consented to it if she would make the necessary
arrangements, because, as he told his mother,
. . . (gloomily). If I didn't marry her, she'd be walking off to
Jaunting Jim maybe at the fall of night; and it's v/ell yourself
^Corkery, Synge and the Anglo-Irish Literature
,
p. 150

1- ^
1
)
1
i
i
knows there isn*t the like of her for getting money and selling
songs to men.
2
Mary Byrne, the tinker's mother, even thoiigh she realized Sarah's intrinsic
1
value in this respect, felt the mere fact they were married would not make
Sarah faithful if she really wanted to run off with the other fellow. Sarah
put up an awful fuss vdien she heard of the plan as the ten shillings Sarah
had saved up for the priest's fee would have bought her many a bottle of
porter I The priest told Sarah Casey his price for performing a marriage
ceremony was one pound, but after much entreaty and because these tv;o lost
souls might have more chance of salvation in the end if they were married,
he said he would marry them for ten shillings plus a large new tin can vrtiich
they were to bring to the church the next day. Iiiichael made the can and
carefully wrapped it up so it would not rust from the dew, then he and Sarah
started off to steal chickens. While they vere gone the mother took the
shiney can and traded it for a good draught of ale. She carefully|vrapped
three empty bottles in the cloth she had taken from the tin can and put the
package back where she had found it. The nert day, just before the priest
started to marry the couple, he discovered the deception and refused to per-
form the ceremony. Sarah and Michael bound and gagged him so he could not
notify the peelers. Finally, after much horseplay, he promised not to tell
on them, and they let him go free. Sarah decided perhaps Mary had been righl
after all about a xvedding being foolishness.
Sarah (puts the ring on his finger). There's the ring, holy
father, to keep you minding of your oath until the end of time;
^Synge, The Complete Works, p. EOO.
1

11
for lay heart's scalded with your fooling; and it'll be a long day
till I go making talk of marriage or the like of that.^
This play was banned from the Irish stage. Synge's continental in-
fluence v/as brought out clearly here. He did not have the Irish vievjpoint at
all. He looked at things from the broader continental and therefore much
more tolerant, stand. Malone pointed out,
• . • English people will laugh at their follies, and enjoy the
fun, but Irish people will not; there is personal laughter, that
is laughter at things that are personal, in Ireland, but there
is none of the communal laughter which can treat the affairs of
the entire nation as its object. Synge very quickly discovered
that when his PLIYBOY v/as mobbed and THE TIMER'S i'JEDDING was
banned from the Irish stage ; • . • ^
The characters in this play were v;eak and not completely individual-
ized. Michael remained all the v/ay through a stereotyped low class dumbell
without any personality v,diatsoever. Sarah Casey had a few ideas of her own
and could lead the others around, but she still remained weak. Iviary had a
touch of humor to her when she was drunk, and shov/ed some ingenuity when she
fooled the other tivo vjith the three empty beer bottles instead of the tin
can ^ich they had left in the croaker sack, but Synge did not develop her
far enough to make her an outstanding personality. The only place v/here he
took any time on characterization was Mary's last speech in the first act.
She was drunk, and he made use of the opportunity for the humor which v^as at
his disposal here. He did this passage with feeling and this bit of dialogue
seemed more characteristic of him than any other in the whole play.
^Synge, The Goa^lete V/orks, p. 209.
4
Malone, The Irish Drama, p. 224.

Mary (standing up slowly). It*s gone they are, and I with ray feet
that v/eak under lae you*d knock me dovm with a rush, and head vdth
a noise in it the like of vihat you'd hear in a stream and it running
between two rocks and rain falling. (She goes over to the ditch v;here
the can is tied in sacking, and takes it down.)^
In her drunken stupor, she knevv she had been left alone vdiile the other tv/o
have gone off, perhaps to have a good time. Self pity took possession of hei
'iVha-ttgood am I this night, God help me? VJhat good are the grand
stories I have v/hen it's few would listen to an old v/oman, fev/
but a girl maybe would be in a great fear the time her hour was
come, or a little child v/ouldn*t be sleeping with the hunger on
a cold night? (She takes the can from the sacking and fits in
three empty bottles and straw in its place, and ties them up.)^
Then slov;ly, the idea of how she could get revenge on them for leaving her
behind and at the same time how she might obtain something more to drink,
began to formulate in her mind.
Maj'^be the tv/o of them have a good right to be walking out the
short v/hile they'd be young; but if they have itself, they'll
not keep Mary 3yrne from her full pint xvhen the night's fine,
and there's a dry moon in the sky. (She talces up the can, and
puts the package back in the ditch.) Jemmy Weill's a decent lad;
and he'll give me a good drop for the can;
-
Then her conscience began to prick her a little.
and maybe if I keep near the peelers to-morrow for the first bit of
the fair, herself won't strike me at all; and if she does itself,
what's a little stroke on your head beside sitting lonesome on a
fine night, hearing the dogs barking, and the bats squeaking, and
you saying over, it's a short while only till you die.
(She goes out singing "The Night Before Larry Vfas Stretched,")^
In this play Sjoige made the priest a grasping, unholy man. He was interes-
ted in the money element above everything, and only once gave the slightest
Synge, The Complete Works, p. 194.

1consideration to the sacred side of his mission in life. He decided he
could help save their souls by marrying them at a sacrifice price, but the
minute the payment turned out to be short he forgot all about saving the
couple's souls for the next world 1
Although Synge used some lovely figures of speech in this play such
as "and ray head with a noise in it the like of vdiat you'd hear in a stream
and it running betvieen tvro rocks and rain falling" and "quenched the flam-
ing candles on the throne of God" the scenes did not abound v;ith similes
and well thought out comparisons like the other five of his works. He seemed
too pre-occupied with the mechanics of the plot to consider the oi^amentation
of language. The other dramas flov/ed alone; almost unaided which left Synge *s
mind free to focus on the linguistic qualities of the dialogue. Here, the
story gave the impression of one over which he had labored long and hard to
make everything come out his way. The subject matter of THE TIl^KER'S 'uVEDDING-
was not pleasing and his treatment did not help it, as did the method he used
in RIDER'S TO TEIE SEA vdiich vuas so tragic. Had the latter been handled in
a less artistic manner, it would have been unbearable.
Synge, The Complete V/orks, p. 194.
^Ibid., p. 198.
rr
CHAPTER IX
THE PLAYBOY OF THE VJESTERK WORLD
VJhen the Abbey Theatre players produced John M. gynge's TEIE PLAYBOY
OF THE VJSSTERN WORLD in Dublin, little did the managers realize what a con-
troversy they would have to face not only there in Ireland, but also in
America as well. After TBE I'ELL OF THE SAINTS had met with a hostile recep-
tion, Sjmge told Mr, Fay one night that in the next play he vnyote he would
1
really give the public something to be annoyed at.
Synge was not willing to cut the text of the PLAYBOY at all after it
was once v;ritten as he said it would not then be his ovm. work if he changed
it according to someone else's suggestion. Llr. Fay had an inkling that per-
haps there would be some criticism of one or tv;o of the passages, but even
he v;as not erpecting a riot in the theatre. However, much to his surprise
the audience took exception, not to the vrord "bloody" V7hich is considered
most vulgar in the British Isles, but to the v/ord "shift" which he felt was
about as irreproachable a word as could be found in the English language.
Webster's COLLEGLITE DIGTION^iRY, fifth edition, defines "shift" as "a vroman»s
undergarment". A riot such as had never before been witnessed in a theatre
broke out. tVhen the players virho were not only the object of catcalls, boos,
and hisses, but also of well aimed missies faltered, hesitating whether to
continue the performance in spite of the din, the order went out to go ahead
and finish their lines, whether anyone heard them or not. The policies of
^Fay and Cam.'ell , The Fays of the Abbey Theatre, p, 211.

the Abbey Players were not to be dictated by the Dublin rabble. Finally
the curtain v/as lovrered, much to the relief of the Company, but they v^-ere
told the advertised nuiaber of productions vrould be given just the same.
This meant a full week more.
On the second performance of TH^l PLAYBOY OF THE V/ESTSRIJ V/ORLD
about forty men who sat in the middle ^f the pit succeeded in
making the entire play inaudible. Some of them brought tin-
truii5)ets, and the noise began irmuediately on the rise of the cur-
tain. ^ The failure of the audience to understand this powerful
and strange vrork has been the one serious failure of our movement
and it could not have happened but that the greatest nunber of
those who came to shout down the play were no part of our audience
at all, but members of parties and societies whose main interests
are political."^
The PLAYBOY continued. So did the riots. The police were called in, and
Yeats described the scene as folloxvs:
. . . Picturesq.ue
,
poetical, fantastical, a masterpiece of style
and of music, the supreme v/ork of our dialect theatre, his PLulYBOY
roused the populace to fury. We played it under police protection,
seventy police in the theatre the last iJight and five hundred, some
newspaper said, keeping order in the street outside. It is never
played before an Irish audience for the first time without some-
thing or other flung at the players."^
The week dre?/ to a close, and things were no better than vjhen the PL/iYBOY
OF THE IVESTERN WORLD opened. I^lr. Fay, the manager of the Company, comEiented
V/e played the PL/iYBOY for the full number of advertised perform-
ances, matinee included. . . . The incident v/as a lamentable
business from every point of view as the future proved. If it
taught the public that they could not dictate the policy of the
theatre, that was all. However, you cannot beat the |)ublic in
^eats, Plays and Controversies
,
p, 193.
^Ibid.
,
p. 197.
^eats, Kraraatis Personae
,
p. 197.
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the end, as I had ivarned Sjmge and the other directors, because
they can always boycott you. And that was ^^hat happened after
the PI^^YBOY.^
After the Dublin episode, the PLAYBOY OF THE VJORLD was per-
formed in London with no trouble at all. Ihe audience accepted it as an
outstanding contribution to dramatic literature of the time and gave Synge a
great ovation when he took his curtain call after the play was over. The
PLAYBOY'S next adventure took place while the Abbey Players were on tour in
AJnerica. In Boston, Chicago, and Philadephia there v;ere riots and in Phila-
delphia the Coiii)any v;as arrested. Finallj'' the legal situation was cleared
up and the Abbey Players continued on their way. Lady Gregory felt that, if
there was nothing else gained through the PLAYBOY controversy, it served to
give i^ynge world wide farae, and she also thought that,
. • • v/e should have been ashamed if vie had not insisted on a
heg-jring for his most important work. But, had it been a far in-
ferior play and ;vritten by some young vnriter v/ho had never been
heard of , we should have had to do the same thing .
^
Synge told in his little volume, THE ARAN ISLANDS, about how he heard
the story vxhich he afterv/ards made into TEE PL/IYBOY OF THE VJ3ST3RN iTORLD.
He said,
AJiother old man, the oldest on the island, is fond of telling me
anecdotes—not folk tales—of things that have happened here in
his lifetime.
He often tells me about a Connaught man who killed his father with
the blovj of a spade vAien he was in passion, and then fled to this
island and threw himself on the mercy of some of the natives with
^Fay and Carrwell, The Fays of the Abbey Theatre, p. 219.
Gregory, Our Irish Theatre, pp. 116-17. This book also contains
a detailed account of tiie PLAYBOY controversy in America.
0m
v/hora he v/as said to be related. They hid him in a hole—which
the old man has shoxvn me—and kept him safe for weeks, though the
police came and searched for him, and he could hear their boots
grinding on the stones over his head. In spite of a rev/ard v^ich
was offered, the island was incorruptible, and after much trouble
the man was safely shipped to AiTierica."^
Using this as a plot neucleus, he created his PLAYBOY. Briefly, the plot wa£
this. Yoimg Pegeen Mike was to be married to Shawn Eeogh. Her father, a
publican, left her alone at the tavern one night vdiile he attended a v/ake
quite a distance av/ay. Christy Ivlahon, the Playboy, came in just before
Michael J"ames left, seeking shelter for the night and something to eat.
After Christy explained why he needed protection, naiuely that in a fit of
anger, he had killed his father v/ith a loy "Tuesday was a ^veek", Mchael
James told him he could be pot boy of the tavern. The job was not hard, and
afforded coEiplete protection for him so he took it. As soon as the story
of his boldly daring deed or crime as you vail, was known, Christy became
the local hero as well as the recipient of numerous gifts and the admiration
of all the young girls of the village, a thing which he had never had before
in his ovm locality but v/as very pleasing to him. Right in the middle of
his glory, just after he won all the games of some local festival, in walked
his father, very much alive, suffering only from a badly bruised head which
was sv/athed in bandages I Christy's glamour fell from his shoulders iraiaedi-
ately. Ke was no longer the village hero. In order to rectify this and re-
store himself to his old position, he hit his father over the head again,
and everybody thought he had surely killed him this time. Instead of ad-
Synge, The Complete Works
, pp. 369-70.
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miring him now, the crowd was horrified by the brutality of his action.
Christy was to be handed over to the police inmiediately and hanged, but agaii]
he had only stunned his father. Old Mahon entered the tavern once more.
Jimmy (seeing old Mahon). V/ill you look what*s come in?
(They all drop Christy and run left.)
Christy (scrambling on his knees face to face with old i^Iahon).
Are you coming to be killed a third time, or what ails you noxv?
Ivlahon. For what is it they have you tied?
Christy. They're taking me to the peelers to have me hanged for
slaying you.
Old Mahon took his son out v/ith him and started back for his home. Pegsen
was crushed and the curtain fell after she said, "Oh, my grief, I«ve lost
9
him surely, I've lost the only Playboy of the Vfe stern VJorld."
Sjmge brought out the Irish peasant's belief in superstitions in
this play, and it also showed the large influence folk-lore had in the lives
of these primitive people. Ivbst ignorant peasants were superstitious about
death and corpses.
Shawn (going to her, soothingly). Then I'm thinking himself will
stop along with you v/hen he sees you taking on, for it'll be a
long night-time with the great darkness, and I'm after feeling a
kind of fellov; abo^ve in the furzy ditch, groaning wicked like a
maddening dog, the V7ay it's good cause you have, maybe, to be
fearing noxv.lO
Shawn thought the man vcis either dead or dying, but had carefully avoided
making a coEiplete investigation. Michael James, Pegeen's father, illus-
trated the belief in folk-lore v/hen he said,
^Synge, The Coniplete Works, p. 79.
^Ibid., p. 80.
lOlbld., pp. 9-10.

1. . • (good humouredly) . Isn't it the same iviiether I go for the
whole night or a part only? And I'm thinking it's a queer daugh-
ter you are if you'd have me crossing backv/ard through the Stooks
of the Dead Vfomen, with a drop taken.
H
Each section of Ireland, especially the more primitive of the islands, had
beliefs peciiliar to its o^vn locality and this Stooks of the Dead V/omen was
one vjhich Synge made belong to this community. These touches were vHaat made
his work great, and,
TEIS PLAYBOY is, if not Synge 's best play, at least his most im-
portant and representative contribution to the modern stage,
and will long remain for literary and otherviise, the Abbey
Theatre Company's centerpiece.-^^
It was in these little v;ays Synge made his plays works of art. He gave in-
timate touches to the life of the people vrhich differentiated his writings
from average dramas. This author learned these things from the daily con-
tact he had had with the Aran Islanders. Not only were his characters human
and alive but his backgrounds were vibrant with that same vitality. His
plots were grotesque, but in their grotesquerie they struck a keynote chord
which so many dramatists miss entirely—that of creating something worthv/hilc
through beauty of expression and thought-prevoking prose. Yeats has said of
him along this same line,
. . . Yet I am certain that, in the long run, his grotesque plays
with their lyric beauty, their violent laughter, THE PLAYBOY OF
THE VffiSTERIT WORLD most of all, will be loved for holding so much
of the mind of Ireland. ^'^
The manner in iflfliich Synge brought all his factors together—the superstition!
and beliefs of the people, the backgrounds, the dialects, his sympathy and
^^Synge, The Complete Works, p. 11
ISQourgeois, John M. Synge and The Irish Theatre, pp. 211-12.
l^eats. The Cutting of the Agate, p. 187.

1enthusiasm for life—all made his style different even from that of the men
who were trying to do precisely the same thing. B. H. Clark felt "he had no
purpose but that of allov/ing his living creatures to revel in life, and ex-
14
press themselves in the rich and sensuous poetry which he created.
This play contained eleven characters which is more than any one of
the other of his six dramatic works with the exception of his DEIRDRS which
15
contained the same number. Of all these forty-two characters, perhaps
Christy showed more development and v;as more fully treated than any of the
rest. The Playboy was lazy, impetuous, and out for a good time. Siynge gave
the impression throughout the play this boy had never had a good time at
home.
Jimmy. Did you marry three wives maybe? . . .
Christy (shyly). I never married one, let alone a couple or
three.
17Christy. I never left my own parish till Tuesday was a vjeek.
Christy (very confidentially]. Up to the day I killed my father,
there wasn't a person in Ireland knew the kind I was, and I there
drinking, waking, eating, sleeping, a quiet, simple poor fellov/
with no man giving me heed.^^
After the neighboring girls asked him to tell his story a fev; times, the tale
began to take on larger proportions and became better with each retelling.
14
Clark, A Study of Ivbdern Drama, p. 343.
""^HIDER'S TO TtlE SEA 5, IN IHE SHADOW OF TEE GLEN 4, TEIE \mJL OE TEE
SAINTS 7, THE TINKER'S iiEDDING 4.
"Synge, The Complete Works, p. 16.
^"^Ibid., p. 17.
^%bid.
,
p. 24.
r
He was self confident and opinionated when his father appeared and burst his
bubble. Synge showed the inner workings of the Playbo3'"*s mind vjhen he had
him strike his father the second time as this showed Christy vainly grasping
to retain his shattered faiBs. Hovrever, the disillusionment vjas great, and
not only did the fellow find his glory completely gone, but he found himself
repulsive to everyone. Christy matured while he was afraid he tvas going to
be hanged, and continued in character grovrth until he became a sober thought-
ful man at the end of the play. Pegeen Llike v/as also made into a human
being, she was fickle in her affections, had her head turned by the audac-
ity and daring of the Playboy's escapade, but, by the end of the play, shoTjed
clearly this was merely an interlude in her life. The curtain fell, leaving'
the impression that when the banns of the church were published for the third
time so the priest could marry them, she Virould wed Shawn Ifeogh willingly!

CHAPTER X
DEIRDR.B OF 1113 SORROWS
The legend upon which Synge based DEIRDRE OF "^rs SORROWS is one whicli
was well knovm to the Irish people. Both Yeats and "AE" had written dramas
around it before Synge began his. This author treated it from a nevj- viev/-
point and dwelt on the tragic aspect of the story which ?7as clearly shov/n froij;i
his title, DSIRDRE OF TE^S SORROWS. Deirdre reflected 3ynge*s own philosophy,
especially on death as he wrote this play when this was uppemost in his mind
In this three-act tragedy Synge combined the ancient legend, so familiar to
all viftio knew Irish folk-lore, with his own feelings.
Like his DEIRDRE Synge had begun to realize the sweet tragedy
of love; like his Deirdre, he was doomed to die in the heyday of
his power. ... It is this coming sense of love, this early ex-
pectation of death gives the play its supreme beauty; the author,
having obtained full mastery over his mediura, is able to compre-
hend and express the deepest of all truths—the truth of the
nature of existence; it is because he bids farewell to life that
he grasps it to the full.-^
Perhaps his sympathetic understanding of the problem of approaching death and
final separation from those closest in the bonds of love, gave Syng,e the
power to express these ideas and feelings which other authors completely
lacked when treating the self same subject. This play is fine in every de-
tail, and although Synge did not live to complete it, Cornelius V/eygandt felt
It was so good he said,
There is; scarcely a poet, of all that have v/ritten of Ireland
from the tiiae of Ferguson to our time, that has not written his
1
Bourgeois, John I.I. Synge and the Irish Theatre
,
p. 817,

dream of Deirdre as he finds her in the old legends of Ireland,
but to lay mind no one has dreamed her so triiuaphantly as has
Synge .
^
Synge took this old material which had been revrorked so often by such widely
divergent tj^es of authors, and gave it a unique fresh treatment, thus making
it wholly his own. His langugage and character delineation vere definitely
Syngesse in feeling and style, revealing the true mark of genius which was
his.
In spite of the variously successful rehandling of this classic
theme by numerous predecessors, Synge *s version has such beauty and
originality as could only come from so powerful and independent a
genius.^
This piece, as one author puts it, "where gynge's other plays are
4
lyric, DEIRDRE OF THE SORROWS is intense." There was a depth of feeling and
insight in this one which Synge did not reach in the five which preceded it.
"
. . . Intensity should be the chief note in tragedy. Ihe dramatist was
triumphing over the lyric poet. Indeed it is only in DEIRDR3 OF THE SORROWS
5
that Synge is purely dramatist." Synge gave the impression here that he was
putting all his strength and ability into this dramatic piece, making it his
supreme effort. It was written •wbile he vjas dying, some parts of it finished
after he went to the hospital during his final illness.
Deirdre has all the sadness of Synge 's o\m tragic conviction that
"death is a poor untidy thing at best, though it*s a queen that
kVeygandt , Irish Plays and Pla3rwright3
,
p. 184.
3
Boyd , The Gontemporary Drama of Ireland, p . 107
.
^Gorkery
,
Synge and Anglo-Irish Literature
,
p . 214
,
^Ibid.
,
p. 214.
0t
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idies." Tlie personal tragedy of the dramatist, and the intense
reality of the characters dravm from a people allied by xintamed
nature to their prototypes of a legend, combine to give this
work an intensity unequalled by any other tragic writer. Un-
finished as it is, DEIRDRS promises to be, if not gj'-nge's master-
piece, the greatest modern version of the Gaelic classic.'^
Had Sjmge lived long enough to make the final revisions himself, perhaps his
DEIRDRE would have surpassed the excellence he attained in RIDSR^S TO THE
SEA. and THE liELL OF THE SAINTS.
Naisi, Deirdre»s young lover, was represented as a youth filled with
all the fire of vitality possible. He was endovred with rnanly virtue, physi-
cal courage, and the handsome features necessary for perfection as a suitor
for the hand of the gifted Deirdre. This son of Unsa had nothing to offer
her except his romantic love and the loyal devotion of himself and his two
brothers, Ainnle and Ardaii. Conchubor on the other hand, v/as portrayed in
direct opposition to Naisi. He was old and ugly, but he had pov/er as he was
the King of Emain, and an almost paternal (fevotion to offer this lovely young
girl he had raised from childhood. Under his guidance, Deirdre had been
brought up on the wild hills of Slieve Fuadh. She v/as most beautiful and
talented in every respect, but cared nothing for the honor of being Q,ueen.
Her preference was the wild life of the woods, with its open spaces and
freedom. Lavarcham was characterized by her complete devotion to Deirdre
mHio had been her charge since she was an infant . Even though she knew and
warned the girl of the fate and doom which ^vas to be hers if she had any
^The Complete Works of J. M. Sjmge gives this line on p. 248 as,
•and death should be a poor, untidy thing, though it's a queen that dies."
"^Boyd, The Conteii5)orary Drama of Ireland, p. 108.
40
contact with the sons of Unsa, she remained loyal to her mistress through
1
everything. She tried to influence Deirdre in her decision, but knew it was
a futile effort for the decree of the gods cannot be overcome by mortals.
I Fergus, Owen, and the other minor characters of the play v/ere individualized
j
only to the extent that they Tuere readily recognized one from the other.
Synge never spent much time in characterizing the ones who v/ere put in for
bacicground purposes only. These people seemed to hold no interest for him
whatsoever, but were there because they vere necessary to the furtherance
and carrying out of the plot. Combined, the two brothers of Naisi speak
only twenty-one times during the entire three acts, and scarcely over one
line at a time. The longest speech either of them has is the marriage cere-
mony.
Ainnle (joining their hands). By the sun and moon and the ifldiole
earth, I v/ed Deirdre to Naisi. (He steps back and holds up his
hands.) Ivlay the air bless you, and water and the xirind, the sea,
and all the hours of the sun and moon.^
With so very few characters as he used, it might have been expected that
Synge would have gone into the inner minds of each one of them more thorough-
ly than he did.
DEIHDRE OF THE SORROWS was a tragedy from all angles. Ivir. Ctorkery
said that "strife or tension is not the secret of tragic drataa, but the fact
that strife or tension or disaster is v/here it ought not to be; for we are
g
moved to pity by any other consideration." Had the disaster not been quite
so imminent from the start, perhaps Deirdre would have excited a feeling of
'Synge, The Complete Vforks
,
p. 233.
I
Corkery, Synge and Anglo-Irish Literature
,
p. 224.
Ii
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pity, but the knowledge that a higher poxver was manipulating her "puppet
strings" over v/hich she herself had no control, was so great, pity could not
I
j
be aroused. Almost every speech foreshadowed tragedy. She was helpless in
' the maelstrom of the v/eb of fate.
The play had its first production at the Abbey Theatre on January
13, 1910, nine months after Synge's death. Sara Allgood, iirthur Sinclair,
Marie O'Neill, and Fred 0 'Donovan played the leading parts. From the very
I first performance the Dublin audience realized this was a masterpiece of
I
language, sl^ill
,
characterization, and v/as indeed a xrorthy ending to ^nge's
career.
I
Deirdre, a talented young girl in Synge's version of the legend, v/as
' raised by Lavarchaiu under the guidance and supervision of Conchubor, the
|! King of Emain, to become his queen when she was old enough to get married.
ll
When the play opened Deirdre had just reached maturity and Conchubor had
I
I come to make the necessary arrangements to take her back to the palace for
^
their xnedding. Instead of longing for the poxver and position she v;ill have
j
as the queen, Deirdre preferred the simple life like she had alvvays led in
I the vJDods, communing with nature. The Fates have prophesied only grief for
I
her future and death and destruction for the sons of Unsa if they have any
\
contact whatsoever with her. During her vanderings this day, Deirdre has met
' Naisi and his brothers who are sons of Unsa. She and Ifeiisi have found great
i
,
I
love together. Miile Deirdre, who has pled unsuccessfully for one more year
I
I before going to Conchubor's palace for good as his queen, was preparing to
leave for Emain, Naisi and his brothers sought shelter at her house. In
spite of the protestations of Lavarcham, Naisi and Deirdre were married that
night and v/ent off to a life in the xroods which could only turn out dis-
0
11
1
astrously for all concerned. Seven happy years passed before Conchubor
sent a messenger to recall then to his palace. Both Naisi and Deirdre real-
ized this could mean nothing but disaster for all concerned as Conchubor vrais
sure to kill Naisi which, in turn, would make life unbearable for Deirdre,
but they went with the raessenger nonetheless. Naisi and his brothers vrere
killed almost upon arrival. Conchubor had prepared a grave for the three
brothers before they arrived, and as soon as Deirdre found out her husband
was dead, she committed suicide in Naisi 's still open grave. Conchubor 's
kingdom was destroyed by fire at the same time . The ending of the play v/as
quiet as is the case in any truly great tragedy.
Fergus. Pour white bodies are laid dovm together; four clear
lights are quenched in Ireland. (He throws his s^/rord into the
grave.) There is my sv/ord that coTild not shield you
—
nsy four
friends that vrere the dearest alv/ays. The flames of Emain have
gone out: Deirdre is dead and there is none to keen her. That
is the fate of Deirdre and the children of Uhsa, and for this
night, Conchubor, our war is ended.
(He goes out
.
)
Lavarchan. I have a little hut where you can rest, Conchubor;
there is a great dev/ falling.
Conchubor (with the voice of an old man). Take me vdth you.
I'm hard set to see the way before me.
Old Woman. This v/ay, Conchubor.
(They go out
.
Lavarcham (beside the grave). Deirdre is dead, and Naisi is
dead; and if the oalcs and stars could die for sorrov;, it's a
dark sky and a hard naked earth vje'd have this night in Eniain.
Curtain-^^
^^Synge, The Complete Works, pp. 257-68.
0
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Some of the passages in this play contain beautiful poetic prose.
The thought content is lovely. Take, for exaraple, the part where Deirdre is
moaning over the imminent separation by death of herself and Naisi. Synge
builds up her grief bit by bit until she finally cries out in grief,
... I see the flames of Emain starting iipv/ard in the dark
night; and because of me there will be v/easels and v/ild cats
crying on a lonely wall where there were queens and armies and
red gold, the v;ay there will be a story told of a ruined city
and a raving kind and a woman will be young forever. (She
looks round.) I see the trees nal?:ed and bare, and the noon
shining. Little moon, little moon of Alban, it's lonesome you'll
be this night, and to-morrow night, and long nights after, and
you pacing the woods beyond Glen Laoi, looking every place for
Deirdre and Naisi, the two lovers v/ho slept so sweetly with each
other. -'-•^
Especially in the sentence beginning, "Little moon, little moon" there is
that lyric quality to the prose vdiich is so characteristic of Synge as a
drar.mtist. The same feeling of poetic prose is evident in the following
passages,
Deirdre. It's you three will not see age or death coming
—
jou
that were my company v/hen the fires on the hill-tops vrere put
out and the stars vjBre our friends only. 12
Deirdre (imperiously). I will not leave Naisi, who has left
the v/hole v/orld scorched and desolate. I will not go av;ay
viThere there is no light in the heavens, and no flower in the
earth under them, but is saying to me that it is Naisi vjho is
gone forever.-^ "5
Althougli he did not live long enough to complete and polish this play, Synge
showed himself here to be a master of language and dramatic technique xvhich
other authors will find hard indeed to equal or surpass.
"^^Synge, The Complete Works, p. 266.
12
Ibid., p. 262.
^Ibid., p. 264.
1^
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SECTION lY
FINDIMJS AND CONCLUSION

CPIAPTER XI
During his brief career as a dramatist, Synee tried his hand at the
0ne, two, and three act forias of his medium. Both RIDER'S TO IHE SEA and
|:N IHE SH^'iDOW OF 1HS GLEN were done to perfection in a single act, v/hile
ijcEIE TIMER'S ItfEDDIMJ required two parts to complete it's idea. The other
^ree, TEE PW.YBOY OF THE VffiSTERN V/ORLD, THE YiSLL OF TEEE SAIIOTS, and the
lonfinished DEIRDRE OF TtlE SORROV/S viere full length productions. A3 a drama-
tist he seemed to have attained more success with the brief one act tjrpe than
mth the others, although THE VELL OF TEIE SAIWS remains a monument to his
1
genius also. Y&en S^rnge was definitely limited in scope and space he did
!a more thorough job of characterization, creating atmosphere, and perfecting
I
the dialogue than when he had an abundance of time and space at his dis-
jposal. As llr. Bourgeois has pointed out, "Synge, despite his care in tech-
il
jnique, is more profoundly interested in the inner development of his charac-
jters than in the outer frame of action."^ Plots were of mechanical concern
I
:to him to be used only as a raeans by which he could further the development
i
of his peasants, iviaurya was the personification of all sorrowing mothers of
all generations, while iiiary Doul was merely one blind old hag, but did not
stand for the countless who have preceded and will follov/ her on this earth.
His treatment throughout his plays was sympathetic. This came from
his complete understanding of the people and the problems he was portraying.
'Bourgeois, John M. Synge and the Iri sh Theatre
,
p. 148
c
•r 7
Synge had lived among his characters. This intimate contact with and know-
i
ledge of his subject was of untold aid to him as a dramatist. This is of
j
the utmost importance to an author whose contributions to the theatre are
I
going to live on after him and be recognized as having a definite influence
on the work of future generations. Ibsen tried to create a living dialec-
tic drama, but it has tended to become dated since his death. "Synge opposed
reality to intellectualism: and herein lies the third definitive distinction
i
of his dramatic achievraent. . . . And to Synge was chiefly due the offset
against Ibsenisia of great romantic drama." Synge felt drama must be real
and of the people. He said,
On the stage one must have reality, and one must have joy; and
that is vriiy the intellectual modern drama has failed, and people
have grovm. sick of the false joy of the musical comedy, that has
been given them in place of the rich joy found only in vjhat is
superb and wild in reality.
This is what he set out to do and what he succeeded in doing in most re-
spects.
In the preface to THE TU-IKER'S iiVSDDIIJG, gynge stated his ideas on
drana and the technique of it as follows.
The drama is made serious—in the Erench sense of the v/ord
—
not by the degree in which it is taken up with problems that
are serious in themselves, but by the degree on which our imagi-
nations live. We should not go to the theatre as we go to a
chemist's, or a dramshop, but as vre go to a dinner, where the
food vre need is taken with pleasure and excitement. . . •
The drama, like the symphony, does not teach or prove
anything. . . .
2
V/illiams, Ivfodern English inciters, p. 210.
^Synge, The Complete Works, p. 5.
r
Of the things which nourish the imagination huiiiour is one of
the most needful, and it is dangerous to limit or destroy it.
. . • and where a country loses its humour, as some towns in
Ireland are doing, there will be a morbidity of mind, . . •
In the greater part of Ireland, hov;ever, the whole people,
from the tinkers to the clergy, have still a life, and view of
life, that are rich and genial and humorous. I do not think
that these country people, v;ho have so much humour themselves,
will mind being laughed at without malice, as the people in
every country have been laughed at in their own comedies.'^
I
One of the faults sonie critics have found with 3ynge as a draraatist was
I
that his work was not didactic but, as he stated so definitely in the above
j
preface, he did not intend for it to prove or teach anything. He felt the
j Irish people would understand his motives and aims better than they actually
did. The riots wtiich followed the opening of his PLAYBOY were a great sor-
j
row to him as he sav/ then how misunderstood this effort of his had been by
! the public. Fevj people realized how deeply the controversy hurt him, or
i
j
what a definite effect it vrould have on the remainder of his life. It was
I
only a few weeks later he was taken sick and was ill from then until he
I
I died.
Synge's special talent which made him stand out so far above his col-
leagues was his povrerful use of language. The Irish peasants spoke a mix-
ture of Gaelic and English. This Gaelic influence made the English they
spoke idiomatic and extremely difficult to reproduce as the exact inflection
might make all the difference in the world. Synge said himself in reference
to his use of the dialect,
In writing THE PLAYBOY OF THE VffiSTERN V/ORLD, as in my other plays
I have used one or two v/ords only that I have not heard among the
Synge, The Complete Vforks
, pp. 177-78.

country people of Ireland, or spoloen in my ovm nursery before I
could read the nev/spapers. A certain number of phrases I employ
I have heard also from herds and fishermen along the coast from
Kerry to I.Iayo, or from beggar-women and ballad- singers nearer
Dublin; and I am glad to acknowledge how much I owe to the folk-
imagination of these fine people. Anyone who has lived with the
Irish peasantry v/ill kaovi that the v/ildest sayings and ideas in
this play are tame indeed, compared with the fancies one may
hear in any little hillside cabin in Geesala, or Carraroe , or
Dingle Bay. ... 5
I
He knev; the native Gaelic language from his boyhood, but by the time he was
grovm, he had pretty well forgotten it. V/hile he was on the Aran Islands,
! Synge studied and learned it all over again. His mind v;as alv;ays on the
alert for unusual phraseology and idiomatic use of the language. In the
|l
I
short preface he v;rote to THE PLAYBOY OF THE 'iVSSTERN WORLD in 1907 he
li
;
stated,
i
ti/hen I was va-iting'^The Shadow Of The Glen" some years ago, I got
more aid than any learning could have given ine from a chink in
the floor of the old Wicklovj house vjhere I xvas staying, that let
me hear v/hat was being said by the servant girls in the kitchen. S
' He went on to explain v/hy he benefited from their conversation.
This matter, I think, is of importance, for in countries where
the imagination of the people, and the langugage they use, is
rich and living, it is possible for a v^riter to be rich and
copious in his words, and at the same time to give the reality,
which is the root of all poetry, in a comprehensive form."^
The poetical aspect of language was of primary importance to Synge.
He based his diction
... on a living peasant idiom, q^uaintly naive and archaic
both in individual vjords and syntactical construction, but it is
"-^Synge
,
The^ Complete VJorlcs
,
p . 4
.
^Ibid
. ,
p . 4
.
"^Ibid,, pp. 4-5.

elevated or sublimated above, though consistent with, this base,
and has become (especially in the lyrical parts) an aristocratic
dialect akin to the SLizabethan language of the English Bible.
Synge's inherent love of music shov/ed itself throughout the plays. He used
a symphonic arrangement of his words to bring out their musical value, thus
showing the background and careful study he had made of music before he
turned to drama. Poetry is the closest linguistic expression for music so
quite naturally Synge employed an underlying rhythm in his prose. "In a good
I
play every speech should be as fully flavored as a nut or an apple, and such '
speeches cannot be written by anyone v;ho works among people who have shut
9
their lips on poetry. He took the Irish peasant speech, added something of
himself to it, and made it a thing v/hich flows along easily and naturally,
full of rich imagism. He used only images which v/ere familiar to the people
and, as Ivlr. Corkery pointed out, "his imagery is as concrete as that of the
Bible: and only familiarity v;ith the life dealt with enables a writer, nay
forces a writer, to allow the subject so to declare itself. Not many
dramatists of his period cared about the rhytlimic quality of their dialogue.
Synge's plays
,
v/hile not actually vn:itten in blank verse, show certain
characteristics of it nevertheless. The Irish people's literature had been
to a greater degree, ballads, folk-songs, and tales which were told to each
,
succeeding generation. It was no iironder, then, that the plays about these
peasants should contain blank verse qualities. This poetic prose which
8_
Bourgeois, John M. Synge and the_ Irish Theatre
,
p. 216,
gSynge , Ihe Complete V/orks
,
p . 5
.
^^Corkery, Synge and Anglo-Irish Literature
,
p. 91.
Ic
Synge created as a way of expressing his feelings was strong and powerful,
th a worthv/hile substance to it. He used a long, meditative cadence v/liich
exactly suited his technique. Synge created this style so he could express
with more accuracy of reproduction just what was in the minds of the charac-
ters about whom he v/as writing as he sav; them than could ever have been ren-
dered by merely setting dov/n so many vrords in the English of England.
If he did not write his plays in verse, it is simply because he
felt that peasants prose had that flavor of reality and raciness
which v;as so dear to him. Yet his prose, without ever being sus-
tainedly iambic, contains occasional lines of blank verse—about
eighty in the PL/lYBOY and ten at least in DEIRDRE; and it should
be remembered that tov/ards the end of his life Synge tried to in-
vent a new blank-verse form in dialect.^-
The style of Synge is very easily recognized. It flows along with a
rapidity which makes it individual. Authors found it one vfliich was easy to
jcopy and in the Irish movement a v;hole school of young dramatists sprung up
who vjrote in a Syngesse manner. His diction, language, and method of pre-
sentation became familiar to all the Abbey vjriters, but none of these imita-
tors could ever quite equal him. Synge 's works did not shov/ signs of a
forced passage nor did any of his plays seem to be the result of some ex-
tremely hard effort. Only in the mechanical part of the plot of THE TINKER'S
\VEDDING did Synge give the impression of having worked on it in an especial
effort to make the story come out as he wanted it to. This play vms the
least like him in this respect as his plots usually seemed to take care of
themselves v;ithout his help. For this reason, perhaps, it is the weakest of
the six.
llrBourgeois, John M. Syn^e and the Irish Theatre, p. 230.
1f
'<
The plays are bound together, and separated from all others, by-
something less than their distinctive language; they are the work
not only of one hand, but one soul. The moods of his various
plays—laugliter and passion and knavery
—
vieve xvhat he saw in the
world; but the light in which he saw them ivas his own, a clear
hard liglit, shining neither through rosy nor through smoky glass.
There was an elusive quality to his style which differentiated it from the
work of all other men and made him a truly creat drsuaatist.
John gynge has treated his characters as individuals, yet almost all
of them follow a type pattern. They are not only typical of the peasants,
but they are typical of that certain kind of person found only on the Aran
Islands or in the backviard counties of Ireland. Yeats has commented.
Men of letters have sometimes said that the characters of a romance
I or of a play must be typical. They mean the characters must be
I
• typical of something vjhich exists in all men because the writer has
j
found it in his ovra. mind. . . . All that a dramatic vjriter need do
is to persuade us, during the txvo hours' traffic of the stage, that
the events of his play did really happen. He must know enough of
the life of his ovm country, or of history, to create this illu-
sion, . . , -'-^
Maurya, Nora, I*Iartin Doul, Christy, even Deirdre, and the rest are all pre-
sented against the simplest background possible. This left the audience
I
undistracted by scenery and such so the concentration might be entirely on
the characterization and dialogue which he was trying to present. Synge did
this not oiily because it saved expense for the theatre which was an impor-
tant item for the Abbey Players, but also because he v;as trying to do as
Shakespeare had done; to create his atmosphere by the dialogue and through
the characters themselves rather than by an artificial means. Sach of his
'I
" central figures represented some abstract quality. The playboy showed the
*^Bickley , John Synge and the Irish Dramatic Movement
,
p . 30
.
"Veats, Play s and Controversies
, pp. 91-92.
[I
I
)harm which could be brought about by too much fame; Maurya and Deirdre ex-
pressed the sorrov/s of mankind; and the Douls, the effects of disillusion-
ment . In each play he has made a study of the inner workings of the main
character's mind, and has added vjhatever other people v/ere necessary in the
background to bring out the interesting qualities in that figure »s make-up.
He used his genius well but carefully.
In IN TES SEADOW OF THE GLEN Synge v/orked as an apprentice dramatist,
but by the time he vipote his second play, RIDER'S TO THE SE/l, he had perfec-
ted his dramatic technique and xvas ready to take his place as one of the
masters of it.
•
I
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CONCLUSION
1
Looking at John Millington Synge's drainatic v/ork as a whole, the out-
standing characteristics of it are the language , the characterization, the
human sympathy and understanding depicted in the plays, and the expression of
Synge's oxvn philosphy of life which constantly shows itself. His style is
individual, and the results of the two major interests in Synge's life, that
is his love of music and the beauty of nature, combine to form a poetic prose
which will long be remembered for its intrinsic value.
One of Synge's chief aims in the plays is to emphasize the philosophi-
cal attitude of the peasant classes of Ireland vitien they come in contact v/ith
adversity. Maurya exemplifies this attitude in the quiet which comes over
her when she says, rising triurriphantly above her anguish.
They're all gone now, and there isn't anything more the sea can
do to me. . . .I'll have no call now to be up crying and pray-
ing v/hen the wind breaks from the south, and you can hear the
surf is in the east, and the surf is in the west, making a great
stir with the tv/o noises, and they hitting one on the other.
I'll have no call now to be going doi^vn and getting Holy V/ater in
the dark nights after Samhain, and I v/on't care what v/ay the sea
is when the other v/omen will be keening. . .
This same attitude shov/ing the ultimate survival of the spirit, no matter how
difficult the test, is also brought out x'dien Mary Doul vih.o has suffered the
pangs of disillusionment, turns to her blind husband and says,
^Synge, The Complete V/orks, p. 96.

•. . . (laughing cheerfully). Vfell, we're a great pair, surely
and it's great times we'll have yet, raaybe, and great talking
before vre die .
2
Ivir. Bourgeois points out that there vjere three separate and distinct
influences on Synge's xwrk which he designates as the foreign element, the
personal element, and finally the Irish one. He says that
The foreign element europeanized or universalized Sjnage»s Irish
subjects and his treatment of them. The Irish element, in re-
turn, defined and concentrated his international culture, x^hich
otherwise might have blurred his vision. The personal element
gave ricliness, death and intensity to his blending of Continen-
tal art v/ith Irish observation. It is by far the most important
element of the three . . ,^
These three factors completed the pattern of Sjmge's life and therefore show
clearly how the circumstances of his life influenced his work. V/ithout his
travel experiences he could never have looked at Irish subjects as iniper-
sonally or with such a broad mine as he did. Yet his upbringing and back-
ground in Ireland gave him power to understand things sympathetically from
the Irishman's point of view. DEIRDRS could never have been written with
such sincerity and depth of feeling had Synge been in robust health. Synge
understood the problem of facing death with courage and compassion; there-
fore he could vm^ite of it with conviction.
The language Synge uses in his dramatic vrorks is an Anglicized Gaelic.
He has taken the peasant patois and put it into an English form, trying to
keep the idiomatic twist of phraseology as close as translation into another
language will allow. The Playboy killed his father "Tuesday was a week."
Synge, The Complete Vtorks, p. 161,
"'Bourgeois, John M. Synge and the Irish Theatre, p. 239.

rI
This is not the way an Englisliman would put the phrase "a week ago Tuesday",
yet it becomes chaiming in English, Synge's way of saying it. Yeats said
Synge "loves all that has an edge, all that is salt in the mouth, all that
is rough to the .hand, all that heightens the emotions by contest, all that
4
stings into life the sense of tragedy" and this is certainly true of
"Tuesday v/as a week." This phrase has an edge to it. It is full of a new
vitality, and is fresh to the ear. i.iany authors have tried, and successfully
tried, to copy his style. This has been a fairly easy task as "the sarna
words, phrases, and turns of sentences occur again and again . . . and there
are certain forms of rhythm about Synge »s prose v/hich are used with equal
frequency, and are quick and easy to catch. "^ Synge v/as vo?iting of a life
he knew and loved. Because of this first hand knowledge of his material,
he was able to capture the mood of the people in his style. Although both
the public and the press of Ireland were definitely hostile to ^nge during
his brief six years from 1903 to 1909 as a dramatist, since his death his
style and the subject matter of the plays have been recognized for their
true greatness.
Some fev; of the forty-two characters this author created are so human
and true to life that they seem absolutely real, rather than merely imagi-
nary beings. Nora was untrue to her husband, but he turned the tables on
her and outxvitted her by pretending to be dead. These two people live and
breathe in their cunning. Cleverness such as this is to be admired in any-
Barrett H. Clark, Representative One Act_ Plays By British and Irish
Authors
,
Boston, Little Brown Company, 1921, p. 391.
^Cohen, One A.ct Plays By Lfodern Authors
,
p . xxxv-vi
.
<I
one. Ivlary Byrne was also clever in her drimken reasoning about the tin can
versus the draught of porter. She was not to he cheated out of what she con-
isiders to be her just duesl Christy Mahon was equally real. ALl the young
I
I girls were telling him hov; wonderful he was, so quite naturally he gloried.
I in his new found fame and wished to retain it at any cost, gynge made his
Deirdre so natural, she seemed about the most real of all the characters
who stand as silent testimony to his genius. This girl was faced with the
problem of taking either permanent fame and glory as the queen of her coun-
try, or marrying the man she loved with a deep and undying love when both
she and Naisi knew this union could bring nothing but heartbreak and disas-
ter to any of the ones concerned. Her decision to go vath her lover and
suffer the consequences was the natural one. She did not v/aiver from it at
all# Although most of Synge's characters speak the same dialogue, this can-
not be considered as too big a fault because, with the exception of the ones
in DEIRDRE OF THE SORROV/S, all the people he v/rote about were of approximate-
ly the same stratumof society and, even though they lived in different parts
of Ireland, in order to give his vrork a national aspect gynge had to create
a dialogue which would be characteristic of all Irish peasants. His whole
concern Tivas to make his people appear as near like living beings as possible,
and he used his ovm distinctive poetic prose medium to accomplish this.
. . . Synge is the one xvriter since the Elizabethan age of
England who has written great romantic drama ... In verse Synge
had no power; his prose plays are in their conception of life
transfigured by poetry; and the style he made mito himself has a
cadence and rhytlmi which communicates all the pleasures of metre. . .
The \vriter has raised action and prose-narrative to the plan of
poetry and imbued the story of rough and homespun lives with a
universal symbolism; . .
Williams, Ivfodern English VJriters
,
p. 216.
II
I
While he was connected with the Abbey Theatre, gynge did all his work
as a drajnatist. Those six years vrere full ones for him as he not only wrote
his plays, but helped direct theiji as vrell. He read a great many of the ras.nu-
scripts which came in and thus was influencial in establishing the policies
of the theatre. Synge's vrark, though not large in bulk, was certainly of
the highest quality in every way. Lir. Gorkery says of him in suraniing up his
dramatic career, "we understand therefore the warmth that is in his v/ork.
That warmth comes only into the -work of a writer for vihom both place and
people are the one unthinkable except in te2:ins of the other, for he escper-
iences realit;, . Synge tried to make the Irish people forget the monotony
of their daily lives through his comedies and to enlarge their spirits xvith
the tragedies. The plays are unified in mood and thought. During his brief
connection with the Abbey Players Synge rose in those fexv years from an un-
knovm author to take his place as one of the great dramatists of his own
time and one whose reputation will not diminish with the years. In his v;ork
-he combined new and unexpected style v/ith a poetic concept, a dramatic visu-
alization, and a desire to bring reality into drama above everything.
Like all who truly express themselves, as he expressed his country
he expressed mankind; but being a certain type of Irishman, and a
certain type of man, he expressed Ireland and mankind only as he
sav/ them, or saw himself in them. His plays are Ireland; they are
mankind; above all, they are ^nge.8
The work of John Millington synge as a dramatist was limited by the
small number of plays he had time to vn?ite , and by the limited locality he
Gorkery, Synge and the Anglo-Irish Literature
, p. 236.
8
Bourgeois, John M. Synge and Tti e^ Irish Theatre
,
p. 247.
(
drew upon for material and subject matter, but he perfected a style, dialect,
and method of characterization which remains a distinguished contribution to
English dramatic literature. He will be remembered for his connection with
the Abbey Theatre Players, his few bits of prose vdiich are worthwhile, a
handful of poems, but above all, he was first and foremost a dramatist.
[
SECTION V
ABSTRilCT

ABSTEIACT
Just before the turn of the tiventieth century, there were several
vements afoot in Ireland to create a National literature. 3oon after the
founding of several literary societies, one v/as formed which concerned it-
self mainly with the drama. Yeats and Lady Augustus Gregory were the chief
instigators of this and soon foxmd themselves with a small group of people
around them who were interested in this same thing. They formed a little
itheatrical company of their ovm, and put on simple, unelaborate productions,
jjjohn Llillington Synge, a. protegee of Yeats, became interested in the group,
ileft his vjork in Paris, and went to the Aran Islands to study the people and
their customs. These visits to the Islands later formed the nucleus of his
work as a draiaatist.
The Abbey Theatre v/as founded by tAiss A. E. Horniman. She had seen
Ivlr. Yeats' THE KIL]G»S HiRESHOLD performed by the players of the above raen-
I
tioned theatrical group, and v/as very much interested in the CJompany, Realize
ing their great need for a theatre, she gave them what then became the Abbey
Theatre rent free for six years. The Fay brothers vjere the managers of it
until shortly after the -production of THE HiAYBOY OP THE WORLD.
Synge, born in 1871 near Dublin, v/as the son of a barrister, John
Hatch Synge^vjho died when the dramatist v;as less than two years old. In 1892
he v/as graduated from the University of Dublin, afterwards going to Germany
to study music. A year or so later he went to Paris where he tried v/ithout
success to be a critic of French literature. Yeats persuaded him to leave
all this ejid go to the Aran Islands to study the peasant life there. Synge
was not a strong man, and died of Cancer in 1909, after he .had v/ritten six
rf
I
plays, a few verses, and essscys.
Since Synge was in poor health all his life, he could not take part
! in normal activities. This forced him to find pleasure in books, and in
I
things of nature v/hich developed his keen insight into the little things
ii
ij which v/ere to play such a large part in his writings later on. He loved
! music which may partly account for the rhythmic quality of his prose.
1
I
,[
Synge 's European travel gave him a broad vievirpoint which influenced his en-
tire drarac.tic career. During his v;anderings around the Aran Islands he
gathered the material for his plots and characters. Thus the circiunstances
of his life were directly influential on his work.
The six plays are each treated separately in respect to style, lan-
•guage, characterization, form, and the sources along with the folk-lore in-
volved in them.
IN THE SEADOW OF THE GLSN exemplifies Synge 's technique in handling
an old folktale and modernizing it. In fact he brought it so much up to
date that it caused a great deal of criticism. The clever old husband
thought up a v/ay in which to catch his unfaithful wife by pretending to be
dead. Stylistically, this play was not as good as some of those v/hich he
VTTote later. With the ending of IN THE SEIADOW CF TEIS GLEN Synge finished
his apprenticeship as a dramatist and v/as fully prepared to write his master4
pieces.
RIDER»S TO THE SEA v/as synge's best one act play and is considered
technically one of the best of this form ever done, iviaurya, an old Viroman
v/ho has suffered cruelly from the wrath of the sea, became the abstract ex-
pression for all sorrowing mothers of the world. The characterization of
this peasant fisher wife is deep and complete. Synge' s prose in this play

is excellent and has the qualities in it which made him famous.
In TEE VJELL OF TEHS S/ilNTS Synge tried his hand for the first time at
I
t a full length play. Here, through the two pitiful old blind people Synge
i
brings out his ideas on the uncertainty and disillusionment of life. The
characters come through and are truly worthy of having been created by a
J master such as Synge.
I
The tvj-o-act THE TIIOCER'S VffiDDIIiiG is a comedy revolving around a tin
can and a marriage. This seems to be the least successful of the plays as
I
regards style, characterization, and plot. Tvxo tinlcers have been living to-
il
ij
gether for many years without being married and suddenly decide to have the
!i priest marry them. They do not have enough money, but he agrees to do it
II
I
for ten shillings and a tin can. The can is taken by the man's mother and
;
traded for porter, so there can be no ceremony.
Synge 's THE EL^VTBOY OF TEE TOSTERN WORLD created quite a sensation
when it was produced in Ireland, as people felt it was unfair to the Irish
I
and that the language in it was indecent. At the opening performances every
i
where there v/as trouble from the audience. The central character, Christy,
I
I was done with deep thought and understanding. The author created a situ-
ation which v/as human and the treatment is excellent.
DEIRDRE OF TES SORROV/S is an exquisite study of the problems and
I
philosophy of life as opposed to death. Deirdre has to decide betvreen life
I with power and riches but without love, or entering a marriage which every-
I
i
one knov/s will bring only disaster to all concerned. The style shows
j|
Synge 's powers to the fullest as a dramatist and is a perfect example of
his poetic-prose dialogue.

As a dramatist, Synge perfected himself in technique vjith his first
play. He wrote on a limited subject in a liinited way, thus enabling himself
to perfect his style and method of characterization completely in a short
time. Synge invented his ovm unique dialect for his peasant characters, and
added a rhythmic quality which makes his work original. The language is de-
lightful and the poetic aspect of it makes Synge »s v/ork easy to read.
Looking at John Millington Synge *s dramatic v/ork as a vAiole, the out-
standing characteristics of it are the language, the characterization, the
human sympathy and tfee understanding depicted in the plays, and the expres-
sion of Synge 's own philosophy of life which constantly shov/s itself. His
style is individual, and the results of the two major interests in Synge 's
life, music and his love of nature, combine to form a poetic prose which will
long be remembered for its intrinsic value.
0
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